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HEPORT
1969

The Clergy, Honored Guests, City Officials and Ladies and Gentlemen:

After being in office as lAayor for one year, it is
back here again.
ov;e

a

pleasure to be

It has been a very busy and enjoyable year.

I

this experience to the people of Franklin, the members of the

City Council and the many City Department heads and their personnel.
The unselfish cooperation of the City Council, regardless of politica"
lines, has made the work most rewarding.

Since most of the activities of the departments have been so well
covered by the different Chairmen,

I v\/ill

which are outside of the departments.

report on some of the areas

This administration is cer-

tainly not boasting, but it can claim the liighest appropriation for
the City of Franklin in its history.
tcix

It has also had the highest

anticipation loan of one million dollars with

one and

a

half million dollars.

a

1968 budget of

The amount of money raised by taxes

for 1968 was $1,325,200 not including anticipated revenues of

$232,000.

This is also the highest in history.

from $62.20 in 1967 to $69.00 in 1968

—

The tax rate went

an increase of $6.80.

By December 10, 1968 there was $204,000 of uncollected taxes.

Three

quarters of this amount can be anticipated before the 1969 tax due
date, leaving an unpaid balance of $75,000,

Accountant, reported

a

Mr. Pdccio, our City

$40,000 surplus for the year 1967.

This may

look good on paper, but as cited above, $75,000 of unpaid taxes will
be unpaid by the time the next tax bills go out.

As you can see, it

is a surplus for the year, but with $75,000 on the books,

it still

leaves

a

sizeable deficit.

So, as in the past, the Mew Hampshire Tax

Commission would have allowed
reduce the tax rate.

certain portion of the surplus to

This year $5,840 was used to equalize the tax
This was done in order to facilitate book-

rate to an even 569.00,
keeping.

a

In 1968 it took roughly 320,000 added to the appropriation

to increase the tax rate by 3I9OO.

The tax rate increase can easily be explained.

Four dollars went

directly to the schools; one dollar for Capital Improvements and
fifty cents for the seventeen percent increase in the County tax.
The remaining one dollar and thirty cents went for increases in the

City department budgets.

Our indebtedness, aside from our bonded debt, is quickly rising
above the :;>200,000 figure.

Please don't blame the present admin-

istration for this as it was handed over to us from previous

administrations
For better than twenty years, the Franklin municipality accountant
has been advocating a $10,000 minimum budget item to reduce this

unbonded debt.

This was never adhered to except for two years when

Mr. Robert Violette was here as City Manager.

like Franklin get into this financial problem?

Mow how does
Before

I

a

City

embark on

this, let me make it very plain that the City of Franklin still has
a

very highly respected credit rating.

The last bond issue in

November, 1968 for G130,000 for the engineering of the sewerage con-

struction cost

v;as

for

G.30,'j

rate.

This, as you know, is an excel-

lent rate as local banks are loaning at 6,5/J.

This $200,000 debt

continues to stay on the books and we keep side-stepping it.
This is produced by under-estimating the cost of financing or bud-

geting of the departments and consequently coming up with

a

deficit

at the end of the year.

Another

v/ay to

increase the debt is by over-

estimating the City revenue to balance off the budget; another is to
overexpend; the purchase of unbudgeted items causing over spending
of the contingency fund and the final means is to allow the surplus
to be used to reduce the tax rate which usually isn't a surplus

except on paper.
In 1969,

I

am recommending

a

strict surveyance of Federal grants

available for the pressing need of the sewerage reconstruction.

When this project
was $2,500,000

—

v/as

passed on Decerr.ber 15, 1966, the total cost

Franklin's share being one

For every year

dollars.

vje

arid

one half million

pat this off, the construction cost of

Franklin's share is increasing .'U50,000 due to the approximate

yearly increase in construction.

The City cannot embark on

ject of this size v/ithout Federal aid.

a

lO;^

pro-

Dut we could go along with

This

land acquisition as long as we can be guaranteed Federal aid.
can also be said about the anticipated fire station.

Because of the

procrastinating on this project, Franklin stands to loose another
05,500 for architect fees on an estimated G250,000 building for
v;hich

preliminary drawings have been made out, plus the 0500 option

already paid for the lease of the proposed fire station site at the
Here again, if the 0250,000 fire build-

old Bean gasoline property.

ing plans are used, we stand to loose 025,000 more per year.

tonight

I

am appointing a

nev;

fire station building committee con-

sisting of Councilman Lemire as Chairman along

ment Committee, Councilman

As of

I.iorrill,

Vvfith

the Fire Depart-

Councilman Lachiatto and Chief

of the Fire Department, lioise i.lercier.
It is recommended in finalizing the budgets for 1969 that a straight

across the board

10:J

The yearly salaried

salary increase be used.

personnel will not necessarily be considered undc-r this increase and
should be given individual consideration.

030,000 budget item for

The 1969 appropriation will have to carry

a

the revaluation of the City of Franklin.

The preliminary work is

These figures will be used to determine the

already on its way.
1969 tax rate at

a

lOO;^

evaluation instead of the

Hampshire Tax Commission is preparing to do

a

60;:;

in 1968.

Mew

coraplete evaluation of

the City of Franklin in order that this can be used for the 1969 rate,

The Conservation Commission v;ill be asked to look into additional

available land near the outlet of Webster Lake.

Commission

v/ill be

Parks

2,

Playground

asked to complete their project of filling in the

Odell Pond and start planning their summer program as it pertains to
tennis courts and other facilities planned in Odell Pond.

I

might

add that Franklin is enjoying the best ice skating it has ever had
due to this project.

Furthermore, not even our City plows or pay-

loaders can go through the ice at Odell skating rink now.
The newly formed Highway Safety Coiiimission along v^ith the Police

Committee will need to push for more adequate highway safety by
quickly pin-pointing the location of accidents.

VJe

must make more

use of our radar speed control.

Some of our citizens v/ould have me think that our sidewalks are

only needed seven months out of the year.

Are we trying to promote

more taxi business, the sale of cars or more heart attacks by taking
away walking as an exercise?

family

Vv,'ithout

a

The lack of consideration for the

car and our children v;alking to church and school

is pure selfishness.

The illegal dumping or plov/ing of snow to ob-

struct traffic and blocking driveways and walkways is more the

4

responsibility of the landovvnar
plow.

thc,n it is of

tho private- contracted

To correct this problem, the Public \/ork5 Department has been

notified that the sidewalk snowplovys
the roads are plovyeo.

ivill be

out plowing as often as

Illegal overnight parking on the streets and

across or on sidewalks will be strictly enforced.

Following

a

recent meeting of civic-minded citizens,

be formed to study the use of drugs and drug abuse.

a

committee will

This is not in-

tended in any way to impinge on the enforcement of the law but

specifically as it pertains to education and rehabilitation.
Franklin, like other New Hampshire municipalitie.:;, must give some

sorious thought to the subject of phasing out of the parochial
schools.

Dialogue will be encouraged betv/een Father Pitts of the

5t, Paul Parish, the Chairman of the School Board of the I'.anchester

Diocese, the local School Doard and interested citizens.

V/e

must

investigate all possible means required for the continuation of the
parochial school program and what lawful means we
their financial burden.

m.ay

use to relieve

Unless some solution is found, Franklin might

have to assume the responsibility for the education of one third of

our school population.
Due to the 1969 total and complete evaluation which is already in

progress,

I

predict the tax rate

v/ill be

This

kept under 040.00,.

will be due to: (l) The lOO.j evaluation on real estate and stockin-trade.

(2)

Teachers' minimum salary request of 06,000.

(3)

First payment of the principal on the Daniel Webster School with the
interest.

(4)

Rcevaluation of the City.

(5)

Anticipated

10,

J

sala-

ry increases for the City employees.
In closing, I would like to thank all of you who have attended or

taken part or contributed in any way to this inauguration.
v;ish to

congratulate our nev;ly elected School Dcarc! members

newly elected Council members.

I

also

r.nc.

our

Tonight is their night and their

inauguration and with this goes many responsibilities and many long
As it has been said many times

hours of herd work.

s

"You v/ill only

get out of this v;hat you put into it."
,Ij^b er 'CL

J .^jjorjilj

-.^

^-.^

—

—

Mayor

INAUGUn^X, APPP g5S

January

5,

1970

All successful candidates are grateful to those who put them in
cfxice.

In my case, it is a very deep and meaningful appreciation

of the honor which the community I love best has given me.

have often made me

a

The fates

strong and audible dissenter from the conven-

tional and there is no indication of any present or future change.

Prophets are without honor in their own heme, especially so if they

persist in fighting sacred cows such as the Public Service Company,
the vested interests and those

patriotism.

v;ho

unfairly claim

a

monopoly on

So I can truly say for m.yself that no individual could

be more indebted to his comm.unity, and in the next two years, v/ithin

the limits of

m.y

capability,

I

shall strive to make full payr;ient.

The cry goes '=Tell it like it is."

Tonight, even though it may not

be pleasant, I shall strive to do so.

The reasons why

v;e

must have strict economy go far beyond this City,

l/ashington by action, has indicated that guns must have the highest

priority, so the butter on the home front is spread thin unless you

live in Texas or California.

strate that

Worse yet, we spend billions to demon-

man can v/alk safoly on the moon and do nothing to solve

a

the problems of our cities which make it prohibitively dangerous to

use our own sidewalks.

Billions more are spent to solve the problems

of communities ten thousand miles away, but ours must be solved and

paid for on the local level.

Because the national Government is so

prodigal in the purchase of death and destruction for our distant

fellow man,

v/e

must eith3r retrench or face both individual and com-

munity bankruptcy.
The almost total insanity of l/ashington is moro than balanced by the

political and financial bankruptcy of Concord.

The battle cry is

"No new taxes" and yet every year the taxes on homes go up from ten
to twenty percent.

It would appear that betv^een the state which will

only tax homes and the banks who now have
rate of

Ql^o,

a

mortgage prime interest

that there is an organized conspiracy to destroy the
The fact that this state has no broad base tax means

family home.

only that the burden of modern schools falls almost entirely on the
home owner.

The resulting problem here therefore, is more serious than

in any state of the Union.
V/e

also face the fact that our industrial v/age scales locally are

among the lowest in
of the nation.

a

state which has itself the lowest wage scale

The figure for

i

Manchester is just over $4,000 and

this in 1 ight of the 02,000 less than what the Federal government has

determined as the minimum income for

a

family of four to be above

the poverty line.

As was to be expected, the most significant change resulting from

revaluation was to put a larger proportion of the tax load on the

The

family residence.

ta::

p^yer nost able to asounie an increase

the one which got the greatest relief,

I

vvcg

refer to the Public Service

Thio ccrporation further complicates our local problem by

Company.

charging rates for electricity v;hich are among the highest in the
Ue, as a City,

country.
np,vj

I

The

are facing some unusual expenditures.

fire stacion will require

a

bond issue of over $200,000.

Although

would have preferred delay, we are too far ahead to stop, providing

the cost of financing is not excessive.

By this

mean

I

a

rate of in=

terost of seven percent or higher.

A larger project, but one in which ninety percent of the actual construction co^ts will be borned by the state, is the sewer system.
This cannot be delayed.

On current expenses, our city employees must have

five percent

a

Budgets should

raise in wages to offset the cost of living increase.

reflect this as of July 1st.

There is also over

carry-over on tax anticipation notes.
charter calls for

a

a

million dollar

Finally, because the

nev;

fiscal year from January 1st through December 31,

our budget for 1970 must cover one year plus sixteen days, or rough-

Currently, we already have one of the

ly an extra hundred thousand.

highest tax rates in the state based on
So, we come to the $64 dollar question.

100,'j

valuation.

Just what are

v;e

to do to

bring about strict economy?
First,

wish all department budgets to be presented not later than

I

February 1st.
early March.
ficult matter.

Our aim

v/ill be to

have the City budget approved in

Just how these budgets are to be reduced is

There must be

a

reduction in personnel.

a

more dif-

Many com-

munities our size get along either with no full-time firemen or
fewer.

I

recommend

a

reduction of two for Fi-anklin,

The police

keep

a

man in the police

that one of our on-duty
hou.-s of the

sta-cD.on

It would be my opinion

all night.

could do this during the quioter

firs'T'.sn

night and early racrning,

'Jith

recreation

,

feel that

I

our circumstances are such that we cannot maintain lifeguards except
at the old beach.

tions.

Outside of personnel, there must bo other reduc-

Like the faraily homo civnors,

must either accept

a

t!ia

situation is such

The

refusal to accept facts.

year to
I

i

a

we

reduced standard of sorvicv^s or eventually face

both Individual and comnunity ban!:ruptcy»

our City

tliat

Manager takes office,

I.layor
I

Nothing is gained by

is no exception.

a

One month after

shall reduce my salary from 02,000 a

flat OiCO per month.

had hoped to give a more detailed outline on proposed economy mea-

sures, but our activities in successfully locating a City I'lanager

have made it impossible due to time limitations.
Lut they,

The schools are our highest spenders and necessarily so.

too, are a part of our community and subject to its limitations as

far as capacity to pay,

I

am not convinced that a reduction in cost

need necessarily result in poorer education.

For years the parochial

schools have operated at only a small portion of corresponding public

school costs.

Yet, each year the high school roll of honor has

a

preponderance of former St. Kary's students.
If there

Schools are no different from our other City departm.ents.
is to be a meaningful reductions in costs,

in personnel.

there must be

reduction

a

Since over the years every reduction of school budgets

has been accompanied by an immediate threat to close the kindergarten, let me ma!:o it clear.

If the schools will not economize on

teachers and courses elsewhere, then kindergartens must go.
schools in the country are of little value if they become

a

The best

major

9

fiC-.,c::

i.-:

deG^-roying the faivdly ho:ae,

Actveliy only 27 cf 1/5 Hew

Ha'np.<^r.i"-3

school cllGtricta have a

but rot

necessity if beyond our means.

a

!'.inde_-gart:-n.

Tiiey

are desirable,

The State Department of Education statistics for 1968 say that

the highest per pupil cost for

a

had

v;e

city junior high in the state.

The

New Hanipshire ilunicipal Association gives us the same distinction as
The year 1970 finds us in only

to oX:^;-;antary students.

improved position,

Ls

a

a

slightly

minimum requirement these costs should bo

held to the state average excluding cooperatives.
These ren-arks on economy should not be considered as hard and fast

All are, of course, subject to approval and adoption

roquironents.

There are those who have accused ne of dictatorial

by the Council.

tendencies.
vote.

I

If I so wished, it is impossible as only the Council can

do intend to fight hard for the programs I promised diring

the campaign.

I

vdll not be

to by any pressure group.

a

dictator; neither

v^jlll

I

be dictated

If there are more acceptable ways of

stopping our hond-long rush tov/ard home owner bankruptcy,

overjoyed to endorse them.

I

would be

If industrial wages could go up to the

National average or if the state and federal governments v;ould help
us.

Unfortunately,

vie

cannot run the City or our schools on such

pleasant dreams.
There are good things to wh5ch we can look forward.

Our City is to

be the first in this country to come forward with a program of aid
to our non-public school students.

It is my intention that this City

should give as mucli of this aid as our State Supreme Court will permit,

'/e

cannot go further.

As

a

pilot program, the appropriation

this year will be small, but so is the acorn from which oaks grow.

This City, as every other, has

a

police problem.

These dedicated men

are entitled to
ceive.

a

Guppoi't and gratoful praise which they seldom re-

The field ic too often left to the offensive agitators

refer to the.a as pigs.
make it

a

This would mean nothing if you and

Vi/ho

I v/ould

point to express our support and admiration for the police

at evory opp'M'vunity.

l/o

must remember that law enforcement is not

only the responsibility of the police but as well that of every member of the general public.

It is we rather than the police

responsible for the breakdown.

In addition to public support,

high hopes that providing the local police v;ith

a

cutor will do much to keep crime under control.

are

vjho
I

have

professional proseIn this City, let it

be clearly understood that it is the public, not the criminal, who

gets the break.
Do not expect miracles of our new City ilanager.

He can see that your

money shall be well used, but it is still up to you and your Councilman as to

hov;

much is spent.

Most of all, give him

get acquainted with us and our difficulties.
I

a

chance to

If he is as capable as

expect, he will not attempt to solve a problem until he has had a

full opportunity to study it.

Finally, let us keep faith v;ith this great little City,

In 1958 we

accepted the necessity for retrenchment and before the year was out,
enjoyed the greatest industrial revival in our history.
fiscal and community responsibility,

I

see great things in the future.

We are getting our first real apartment house.

religious frictions.
trolled.

If we adopt

Me have no racial or

Real poverty is not uncommon, but it can be con-

Let us here resolve that 1970 shall be the year of

Franklin's greatest progress.
Eugene

S.^ paniell.,. Jr.

Mayor
11

11
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CITY^CCU^llIL

BOARDS AND

War d

COf/iIvilSSIONS

T e rm ExFJ-'^as

I

1971
January, 1972
Januar/, 1973

Paul Lemire
Edv/in Hoath
StGve VJilson

Janua.:'/,

Ward I I
Aldred Vi/ilson
Augustine V/inters
Kenneth Bonenfant

January, 1971
January, 1972
January, 1973

Ward_III.

January, 1971
January, 1972
January, 1973

Feuerstein
Cherles Wiggins
W, Pierce Burgess

i'lartin

Board of Health
Delias Lambert - Health Officer
Dr. Roland K. Beaudry
Doreen Schroder, R.N,

January, 1974
January, 1973
January, 197^

Library Board of Trustees

Mary S. Piper
Emil Marshala
Leda Labonte
Edward Briggs
Elizabeth Krueger
Edwin Dwyer

January,
January,
January,
January,
January,
January,

Plan ning Board

Eugene S. Daniell, Jr. - Mayor
Edward Grzelak - Admin. Official
Charles IViggins - Council Rep.
Roger Pouliot
James A. IVhittemore
Preston Stuart
Henry B» Trachy
Ralph Tilton
Real Michel in

January,

1974
1974
1973
1973
1972
1972

BOAP.CS A^:D COfuMISSIONS

Name

Term Expires

Conservaticn Cop.miss.lon
Paul Doucette
Harold Retter
Teofil Sckul

September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,
September,

Oliver Mercy
Donald 3erg3nt
l/llliam Eeckford
Kaith Burns

1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1973
1973

Highway Safety Commission
Eugene S, Daniell, Jr. - Mayor
Martin Feuerstein - Councilman
Jdm.es Newell, Jr. - Police Chief
IViggin S. Gilman
Richard Crowley
Robert Ross

January, 1972
January, 1972

September, 1971
September, 1972
September, 1973

Trus + ees of Trust Funds
M. Guy Gilman

September, 1971
September, 1972
September, 1973

Robert E. Dussault
Ernest J. Decato
Board of Education
Vifard

I

Virginia Dufault

January, 1973

V/ard II

Fay Mahoney

January, 1974

IVard III

Richard Hodgdon

January, 1972

A t Lar ge
V/illlam Bennett

Roland Desrocher

January, 1972
January, 1973
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CITY OF FRAKKLIN
Office of the City Manager
1971 BUDGET iViHSSAGH
TO THE HONORADLE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF THE CITY COUNCIL AND CITIZENS

OF THE CITY OF FRi^.NKLIN:
The Annual Reports for 1969 and 1970 and the Budget for 1971 of
the City of Franklin, as required by Section 19, of the City Charter
is submitted herewith.

This report presents a detailed picture of

the financial transactions from 1967 to 1970 and the projected ex-

penses for 1971,
The format of this year's Budget has been changed considerably
The intent being to give everyone a

from that of years previous.

complete picture of the financial transactions that have occured over
the past several years..

Each department is presented separately with

the expenses broken down into individual line items.

In some depart-

ments, it has been broken down further, into divisions using the line
This new process will help us to control expenditures^

item procedure.

The Report consists of three sections:
The Fi rst Section (Pages 1-81) contains information relative to

various Boards

8.

Commissions

5

the Budget breakdown, consisting of

anticipated revenues and expenses and the Budget Summary.

It outlines

the different departments as to expenses and their operating budget

for 1971.
and audit.

This Section also includes the V/ater Department account
The Mayors' messages and Manager's remarks are also con-

tained in this section.

Section "B" (Pages 1-26) contains the Superintendent's reports,
reports of the School Nurse, Cash Receipts and Disbursements reports
and other School information for 1969 and 1970.
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?.rf?;i'Jv.O Jl^.ll

vrio
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r.otJnj

ippo^''-:'--"it

tant

-5

tcjc--^'-;

tn^

con•i.^\..^s

faUn.:..'

will hi

crJ.-^;ir:ar

arte

ipd.l CrlanclB.r

holr-ti.l to

ou:^

for 1071 and part of

citizens

relative to the operstion of

J

hr.d
t'-.e

o;rpicyees in

City.

Impor-

jPc nunb^rj c.ro iistrd in this i'oction al-Oc

The fo ll-yv/ln^

is presc;i;:ed to you after sincere considera-

Dudg^.^t

tion of evo-^y request in r^^reot to the projected revenues and funds
for the

co>:-i.'ng

the

'r;^':!

rpin:

reeds over

s'^ght nf t'^eso g^-^als

scma

ti.-i8

In

yo^.v.

'.aany

tV;e

ca^.cs,

it has teen necessary to choose

Pore e:<pen3iv3 goals.

Vife

must not lose

realizing thet they will have to be funded at

in the future.

By way of expimation, I would like to go into some detail in

explaining various parts of the 1971 operating Budget.
Elir'ir'fL-^^inill'iiL

The general city sub-total for 1971 is approxi-

mately $116,930 less than was expended in 1970.
rificetion, does

re-^'inct a

This figure, for cla-

transfer of $120,000 out of the City budget

into the School budget for insurance and debt service.

After applying

projected revenues and surplus, the general City total and Capital

Improvements in dollars to be raised by taxes is $316,724.

The School

Budget, after applying projected revenues and surplus, reflects an

amount of $1,056,910 to be raised by taxes.

These two figures

(General City sub-total and Schools) give us the total dollar to be

raised by taxes for the year 1971— $1,373,634.

This is

a

total bud-

getary increase for municipal government and schools of $16,156 over
that of last year.

These calculations can be found in detail on Page

35 of the Budget Book,

Estimated Revenues;

These are monies that are received by the City

for services, grants, licenses, District Court revenues and other
16

gBrteral.-'reve'iiVKJS.Jj-i eluding

the Business Profits Tax.

This tax is now

These monies were

rocGived directly from the State of New Hampshire,

previously collected by the City in the form of the Stock-in-Trade Taxo
Reve nues for 1970 were up by $353,664 from 1969.

This again is due
It is anticipated that

primarily to the Business Profits Tax revenue.

revenues for 1971 will be up by approximately $125,000.

This is main-

ly due to the increase in the Business Profits Tax (lO^o over 1970) and

other areas of anticipated increase in revenues.
of the Estimated Revenues on

a

The full breakdown

cash basis in on Page 31.

C enor al Government and Debt Service;

The accounts in this division

(Pages 31a and 32) reflect come substantial changes over 1970.

They

are as follows:
F ixed Charges and Debt Service;

The decrease of some $89,600 re-

flects the removal of the $120,000 insurance and bonded debt payments

from the City account to the School account.

After this $120,000 had

been removed, the City increased this account to cover the Fire Station
bond payment, the increase in Social Security (4«8/o to 5.2/o), the

increase in the Blue Cross

— Blue

Shield benefits and the addition of

the retirement item for City employees.
iVianaqer;

This account has been increased $9,000 over that of 1970

in order to cover a full twelve-month period.

tion covered

a

Last year's appropria-

nine-month period.

Public Safety & Welfare;
of approximately $14,000,

The Walfa^e^ budget reflects an increase

This is attributed to the fact that we are

now carrying the Hospital payment in this account.
was carried as

increased also.

a

separate item.

In the past,

it

The Old Age Assistance catagory has

Although it appears that the Health Department has

17

decroased some $6,000^ the grant to Mental Health has increased $500
and that to the Visiting Nurse Association doubled ($3,280 to $5,560).

Also to be taken into consideration here is that the Hospital Appro-

priation was formerly paid out of this account.
though it appears to be

a

As

a

result, even

decrease in this line item, there is actually

reflected an approximate $4,000 increase in this budget.
It should bo pointed out that the Fire and Prlice, DoDartmen.t budgets

under Public Safety & Welfare remain substantially the same.
appear that the
dc-c.roase

FixS-i^l^ailTijO^-ri:

budget has decreased.

It would

However, the

indicates that the retirement account carried the employees'

share as an appropriation and then later credited to the department.
This

v.'as

effect as it is now
Vi/e

This is no longer in

an amount of approximately $3,5C0,

have

a

a

separate item,

similar situation in the

PpJ^i^co.

as the retirement account is concerned.

$5,000 increase in the Police budget.

budget (Page 60) as far

In effect, there is about

a

This, in conjunction with the

fact that we have added several new personnel to the staff this year,

reflects

a

Department.

stabilization of our operating cost within our Police
The Police Department, probably more than any other depart

ment, always seems to be subjected to an undue amount of criticism.
If we compare the statistics (Page 6l) with the minimal increase in

department cost over the past several years, we see that the work
load has more than doubled in some areas and our cost of operation
has stabilized.

In being able to m.aintain

a

budget such as this, in

view of rising costs, is definitely an attributable factor.
Public Works:

The total budget of 1971 is dov;n approximately

$35,000 as far as actual operational costs are concerned.

It must be

18

pointed out that in tho Capital

I;->.x.-cv3;;-;.-.nt

fr.-ogram

we have approxi-

mately $57,000 in capital expend! tux ss planned for Public V^orks
This includes new equipment, lepaiy.s and renovations, etc.
is included on another page.

carried in the actual Public

areas-.

This report

Previously many of these items were
Vi/orks

program, but, in an attempt to

clarify our procedure and operation, it has been deleted from the
Public Works budget.

We, also, have added to this budget several new

areas, namely Memorial Hall and Street Lights which previously wore
not included in the operating budget of the Public Works Department.

A full breakdown of the appropriations and expenditures for previous
years appears on Pages 32 and 33.
The full departmental operational breakdown

Parks u Recreation;
is shown on Page 34.

This indicates the divisions that have been

broken down from the Recreation Department and the expenditures for
each of these divisions.

As in other budgets, the reason for the

divisions is to show exactly where our costs are going for all areas
of operation.

It should bo noticed that there are twelve divisions

within the Parks & Recreation Department.

On

a

total picture, our

budget for 1971 is about $9,000 less than for 1970.

The reason for the

decrease is due mainly to the costs that were incurred last year in

order to complete the wading pool and the expense involved in the
tennis courts which are still incomplete.
The Tax Rate this year will represent the third year in
100,^0

a

row (on

valuation) that the rate has remained comparatively stable.

can only be attributed to the diligence of everyone.

This

Much credit must

be given to each department head and to every employee that makes this

factor

a

reality.

The Mayor and City Council have constantly been

1971 BUDGET MHSCA GH (C ONT^P)

aware of tho need of austerity and have made their feelings well known
on this matter.

The resulting factor of this diligence and concern

will again this year produce

a

tax rate conparable to that of 1970,

assuming that projected revenues meet expectations.

This fact was

accomplished only after careful consideration of the well-supported
department requests.

Areas of belt-tightening are evident in all

line items of the Budget,
It should be pointed out to everyone that because of the austerity

program in effect, some areas of service may have to suffer.

Our

goal, however, is to provide the same service, if not better, than
in the past, even in view of certain areas of reduction within the

budget.

Much depends on the cooperation of our citizens with their municipal government, that will make Franklin "The Best City in the State
of Now Hampshire".

Sincerely,

JajUg. §--A.°— l^."Svveen ey

City

Iviunagor

SUF?I£M5NT TO 1971 BUDGET SUMMARY
ACCOUNT & DRPARTME^TT

SUPPL Ef"iENT TO 197 1 BUDGET SU WlARY (CONT'D)
I^

PLUS OR

ACCOUNT & DEPARTMENT

PAGES

I'.'.INUS

uiljrary

32

+ 2,000.

TOTAL LIBPvARY

32

•r

2,000.

RirpG HT SUA'iI/iARY

35
35

-

4,680.

35

+ 2,500.

Library

35

+ 2,000.

Gen. City Sub-Total

35

180.

Schools

35

TOTAL

35

Capital Improvements

35

TOTAL DOLL/il TO BE
RAISED BY TAXES

35

viUM ICIPAL

30

General Gov't

S.

Pub, Safety

IVelfare

S>

Debt

EXPENSES

General Government &
Debt Service

-51,553,16

-

7,800.

NEW TOTAL

In our budgetary prograni this year is included the Capital ImproveThis portion of tho tax rate, in theory, should be conment Program.
sidered as separate from the proposed operating expenses.

The program provides for the development of the City's needs otb^jr
In order to provide a logical sequence of imfixed expenj^es.,
prcvor-ients end attempt to make en orderly transition, the Capil.ol
I
Irrprovement Program, this year, is presented in a different form,
would hope that'the Council will be better able to follow this program ever a five-year period and provide the needed capital improvements for the City of Franklin.
tl^an

In considering this program, there are two basic decisions that
must be made.
The first is to be made only once and then may be used
from year to year; that is, is this the formula that is to be used
in determining, on an annual basis, how much the City can financially
absorb to support capital improvement programs? The second decision
This is; to determine the priority
v;ill have to be made each year.
for the suggested programs and projects and place them in the order
that best suits the City as the situation presents itself on an
annual basis.
This action will determine which projects should be
adopted by the Council and recommended for the budget in future years.

The ideal result of an outlay program would be to arrive at an
annual dollar figure to be raised to support the current and future
outlay projects. I have proposed a funding formula of 16,5/o based on
I reconunend that
tho anticipated annual Klunicipal operating expense,
this be adopted by the Council,

Although, from an administrative stand-point it is necessary to
know the future requirements of the Water Department because of the
effect en its rate structure, I think that we can exclude it from further consideration here due to the fact that our intent is to stabilizthe growth of the tax rate in the annual dollar amount and establish a
funding goal.

Reviewing the break-down entitled, "Capital Outlays Summarized and
How They IVill Affect the Tax Rata", we arrive at a total figure of
$453; 000.
This includes utilizing the existing Capital Reserve Fund
previously set up by the Council, These funds are taken into consideration now but not necessarily in the future, if and v;hen this
Capital Reserve Fund is exhausted^ Assuming that the Council autho:?ized the total Capital Improvement Program as outlined, we come up
with an average annual cost of ^}90,066. If the average general City
operating cost in the next five year period is $550,000 a year, the
proposed Capital Improvement Program represents a little less that
16 „ 5/0 per year of the total municipal budget.
The general City operating expensecis the total amount to be raised by tax dollars after
revenues and surplus are applied.

C/

ITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGPvAlM (CQ NTtP)

It should be pointed out that the Summary of Capital Outlays of the
This figure isnot a
1971 Tax Rate Effect shows a figure of $72,750.
actual line item
in
the
included
this
of
v;as
A
portion
new figure,
item
36 was carried iexam.ple,
For
daoartments.
various
budget of the
I?
25 and 24.
well
items
26,
Department
as
31,
as
33,
the Public Works
charge
have
we
possible
wherever
notice
that
will
rc.dition to this, you
the monies to be raised to actual existing funds, so that it would not
True, this money has been raised in the
be reflected in the tax rate.
been put aside and now, in my deterit
has
past by the tax rate, but
mination, it is time for it to be used.

would hope that this year this type of a Capital Improvement Program would solve m.any problems and eliminate much adverse discussion
regarding a Capital Improvement Program. Set up on this basis you can
see exactly when the tax dollar has to be raised and when it will be
The money would be raised in^any one
expended and for what purpose.
year and be used for that particular year. The secret of this type of
program is to plan and coordinate the various activities in such a
manner that the construction, etc. in the approved amount can be done
in that year.
I

I will be the first to admit, as I realize that I will be subject
to criticism relative to the estimates made on these projects, the

existence of many variables. These variables could change the picture
If the City had been meeting its capital needs within
drastically.
its ability to finance in the past, the above percentage would have
much more credibility than it does now. As is the case with many
communities, it is always easier to defer various projects to the next
If financial responBut somehow that next year never comes.
Vear.
sibility had been delegated to many of these projects, the actual need
for an average of S90,066 per year investment would not be necessary
now.
It goes without saying that certain areas within the community
have deteriorated to such a point that it has become necessary and
extremely expensive to attempt rehabilitation. Also, if it is not
done in the very near future, it will become even more expensive.
Being realistic, I know that all of these projects cannot be comI feel that the proposed five-year Capita.!.
pleted in one or two years.
Improvement Program and the extension of the same would best serve the
reods of Franl'ljo.
Completion of theso projects v/il.l me?n n bett'^r
-.a.r"
TuC final c.ccision, cv
iripr-jved PrcinhlrwH ;:cr av;->/.-ycnt; xo 11 vg in,
r'our33, lies witn you, the- electot; r-jp.cesentativeo of the paople o:"
Franklin.
James A. McSweeney

Manager
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COMPArSATIVE TAX RATE AND VALUATION IN DOLLARS

GEN,

VA LUATION

TOTAL
TAX
RATE

513,475

19,300,000

62.20

30.53

605,581

19,600,000

69.00

920,808

15.23

645,192

43,100,000

37.00

810,900

13.70

464,100

34,700,000

37.60

GEN. CITY
TAX

DOLLAR

CITY
TAX
RATE

35.02

661,525

27.18

1968

38.42

761,419

1969

21.77

1970

23.90

SCHOOL

YEMl

SCHOOL
TAX
PATE

1967

LA)<:

DOLLARS

Years 1967 and 1968 Valuation computed at

Year 1969 Valuation computed at

lOO/o of

60/o

of true valuation.

true valuation.

Year 1970 Valuation reduced by elimination of Stock-In-Trade.

TAX RATE COMPUTATION
1967

VALUATION (a)

TOT^L MUNICIPAL EXP ENSES PRO JECTED TO THE 1971 BUDGET
ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

1967

1968

1969

1970

298,300.66

311,278.^8

^12,7^8.29

385,^29

310,561

Puhlic Safety
& \v3lx-o.re
180,908.16

199,098.18

225,^+02.02

235,971

237,160

Public Vcrks

185, 75^+. 31

203,539.72

209,^+75.^3

209,367

17^,28^

Library

17,893-10

19,062.95

22,^+16.93

21,205

21,922

Parks & Rec.

27,375-05

29,03^.06

32,592.7'+

^2,632

33,7^7

2,133.50

1+0,026.38

^1,339.16

57,107

38,500

710,688.87

788,09'+. 82

Gen.

BUDGET
1971

Gov't

& Debt Serv.

Tax Dir.c. &
Abatemeuts

Schools
Water Dept.

920,961.21 1,081,811 1,283,680
9^,039

105,123

GRAND TOTAL 1,^23,053-65 1,590,13^.59 1,86^,935.78*2,127,561*2,20^,977
(*

Totals include Water Department)
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ESTI^iATED RF.VENUES

DESCRIPTION
Interest
Taxes

8.

ACTUAL

ACTTJAL

19 C7

__i:/'S.a__

—

CASH BASIS
ACTUAL
1969

ESTIM.
1970

BLT^GST

1971

Dlv.

29,454.30

36,459.06

26,974.90

31,286.

38,690

Licenses & Per,

5,189.06

3,583.68

917.14

12,204.

5,000

Dist. Court

5,000.

5,000.

5,000.

1,500.

2,500

260,

1,150.

250.

1,450,

300

Rents

S.

Leases

riotor Vehicle

Fees

52,494.42

56,256.35

61,722.11

63,000.

64,000

Grants-State

16,757.05

9,533.78

8,805,45

10,300,

6,978

2,675.

2,587.75

2,600,

4,700

Water Dept.

2,762.50

2,500

City Depts.
ochool Dept.

80,294.54

Surplus

30,000.

3ub» Assess,

1,595.01

loom L Meal Tax

96,812.64
5,840.

100,947,09
58,000.

400.27

154.01

13,731.85

22,051,33

Business Profit
Tax

155,441.60

226,770

22,000.

30,000

28,000.

30,000

313,393.

344,732

641,174.60

756,170

TOTAL GENERAL
.-UI4D

REVENUE

223,805.88

231,492,63

237,409.78
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DF.PT. OR
ACTIVITY

SLM^/1ARY

OF AN TICIPATED EXPENDITURES

GENEPAL

GOVFRI\'^iEMT .AND

DEBT SERVICE

...

I

.:

.'.i'j.

;:••:.:;>

,w..,..

Cd..:

V

,,•-:..

r-:^->f

/••

SW^^ilARY

OF ANTICIPATED EXPENDITURES CON'T.

SUIifvARY

OF ANTICIPATED KXPEMDITURES COM'T.

.

O,

^r-t j.V

.^;'

.C'l

;

DEPARTMENT

CITY CLERK-TREAS.

DFFARBiENT
DIVISION
ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

1967

FC-1 Grants

741.85

FC-2 Debt Serv. 149,766.93

ACTUAi
19o6

ACTUAL
1969

CITY CL EP_K--TREAS .
FIXED CHARGES

ACTUAL

BUDGET
1971

1970

817,73

823.66

825

142,863.99

245,525.92

206,557.92

114,952

826.

FC-S Taxes

58,204.17

67,340.35

63,040.48

65,074,70

67,190

FC-4 Insurance

26,854.67

36,020.08

38,684.02

40,847.13

40,586

235,567.62 247,050.42

348,068.15

313,302.74

223,553

Total

DEPARTMENT
DIVISION
C-1

Salaries

C-2

Off. Sup.

C-3

Utilities

C-7

Dues

C-9

Cons.

1,500.

Sub.

G.

S.

Contr. 224.60

2,250.

2,500.

LEGAL
SOLfCITOR

5.

PROSECUT

-u\

,0i

.01

c
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Mu nicipal Street Constructio n Bonds:

Street Construction Bonds June 1. 1957, 3^4 percent
interest payable June 1 and December 1. Principal
payable $10,000 June 1, 1958/1970 inclusive and
$6,000 June 1, 1971,
$136,000
Amount issued
130.000
Amount retired
Now Outstanding
(2)

$

6,000

Sewer Bonds ;

Sewer Bonds November 1968, 4,30 percent interest
payable November 1, and May 1. Principal payable
$10,000 November 1, 1969/1981 inclusive.
$130,000
Amount issued
20 OO P
Amount retired
Now outstanding
,

(3)

Fire Station Bonds

110,000

;

Fire Station Bonds June 1, 1970, 6.5 percent
interest payable June 1 and December 1. Principal
payable $15,000 June 1, 1971/1983 inclusive and
$10,000 June 1, 1984/1985.
$215,000
Amount issued
Amount retired
Now outstanding

TOTAL MUNICIPAL BONDS

215,000

$331,000

YEARLY MATURITY ON PxHINCIPAL OF MUMICIPAL BONDS

Ysar
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Bonds Outstanding
Beqinni -iO o f the Yea r
r

$331,000,00
300,000.00
275,000.00
250,000.00
225,000.00
200,,GCO.00

175,0:0,CO
150,0C0,C0
125,000,00
100.000,00
75,000,00
50,000,00
35,000,00
20, 000c 00

10,000.00

Bonds Retired

Dur ing

^.^&3T

$ 31,000.

25,000.
25,000.
25,000,
25,000,
25,000.
25,000.
25,000.
25,000.
25,000,
25,000.
15,000.
15,000.
10,000.
10,000.
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(

Water Sys tem Imp rovemept

&.

F.'::

uipmeiit_Bo,nd,M

Water System Improvement &. Equipm.ent Bonds September 1,
1934, 3,10 percent interest p.-^vable Seotember and March
Principal payable $20,000 September 1, 1965/1965, $15,000
September 1, 1967/1974 inclusive.
$160,000,
Amount issued
Amount retired
„l.Q9u^9.»
$ 60,000^
Nov/ outstanding
5

(

Wat er Sy stem Improvement Loan, Bonds.; *

Water System Improvement Loan Bonds February 1, 1964,
3,00 percent interest payable Auqust and February,
Principal payable $15,000 February 1. 1965/1970
inclusive and $10,000 February 1, 1971/1979 inclusive.
$180,000o
Amount issued
90,000.
Amount retired
$ 90,000.
Now outstanding
(

6

V^'oter

Ext ension, Bonds s *

Water extension bonds November 1, 1969,. 6.10 percent
interest payable May and November. Principal payable
$10,000 November 1, 1970/1979 inclusive and $5,000
November 1, 1980/1984 inclusive.
Amount issued
$125,000.
10.000,
Amount retired
Now outstanding
TOTAL WATER BONDS
YEARLY

M/:.TUR.ITY

$265,000,

ON P R INCIPAL OF WATER BOND S

Bonds Outstanding
Beoinninq of the, Year
$2657000,00
230,000.00
1973
195, 000 „ 00
160,000,00
1974
125.000.00
1975
105,000,00
iQ'/b
85,000 .00
1977
65 000, 00
1973
45,000,00
1979
25,000.00
1950
20,000,00
1931
15,000,00
1982
10,000,00
1983
984
5,000.00
Paid out of Water Department Revenue)

Year
r971
1972

J

J.

^-'-£i?°°'

Bonds retired
Durinq Year._
$ 35,000,
35,000.
35,000,
35;000o
20,000,
20,000.
20,000,
20,000,
20,000,
5.000,
5,000.
5,000.
000,
5,000.

5..
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B G r si '\

P,9,y-'g.

1j: ^^S.*^- h.9 o^l, j_cjid s^s

Becsio Ro',v5.ll S-:.;-co.l Bond-? Septeraber 1, 1957, .?„90 percent
Intfc^rt oav'atl-ti I'-.r.tch pr^d Grp><>nibc-.c. Prirjcioal payable
$20,000 Septcr^bd- 1, i91;.3/l-;54 end 5.15,000 September 1,
1965/1976 inclusive and $4^000 S^pte.r.bsr 1. 1977,
$3?4,000,
Amcant iGS-Jod
<^,ir.our':.

Mow
(8)

Sc]. on ]^.A

rf^tl.c'd

_/-30„CpO„
"*"" """

c.u-^u.-c?.n':<.ing

$ 94,000.

j^i^ on. Jj^^nJBo'^

School Addition Loan Bcndr, August 1^ 1962, 3c30 percent
interest payable Feb.C'K.rv pr;d Aunv.-.t. .Principal
pp.yabio S26'.000 Auqu;;t i', 1963 and $22,000 Augu&t 1,
1964/1982 inclusive.
$444 000.
Amount issued
IQO^'OO.
Amount retired
~
$264,000.
Now outstanding
>

(

5)

L^;il. _Smt.h

School Bonds;

Paul Smith School Bonds July 1, 1968. 4,70 percent
interest payable January and Julyo Princioal payable
$35,000 July 1, 1969/1982 inclusive and $30,000
July 1, 1983/1988 incluGi^;e.
$670,000.
Amount issued
Amount retired
JOtiiP_0.
Now outstanding

$958,000.

TOTAL SCHOOL BONDS

YEARLY MAnJRITY ON PRINCIPAL OF
Year
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1973
1979
1930
1981
1982
1933
1984
1935
1986
1987
1988

SC'rlOOL

Bonds Outstanding
Year
$953, 000.00
886, 000,00
814, 000,00
742, 000.00
670, 000,00
598, 000-00
526, 000,00
465- oco.oo
40S!! 000,00
351, 000.00
294, 000,00
90-7 000.00
ISO, 000,00
150, 000,00
120 s 000,00
000.00
60, 000.00
30, 000.00

Beciinnj. nc:_o^f__tbe

$600,000,

BONDS
Bonds Retired
Dur in q_Ye,a r__
$' 72,0001
72,000,
72,000.
72,000.
72,000.
72.000.
61,000.
57.000.
57,000.
57,000.
57,000.
57,000.
30,000.
30.000.
30,000.
30,000.
30,000.
30,000.
44

(10) Notes:

Odsll Park Cotte.ce Damand Note 1935, 4,0 percent
interest annuelly. Principal payable on demand.
Now outstanding

$

4,000.

(11) Nots?.;

Memorial Arch Demand Note 1935, 4.0 percent
interest annually. Piincipal payable on demand.
Now outstanding

Oc'gII

TOTAL MUNICIPAL NOTES

$ 4,000.

$

8,000.

4i:.

1971

1971
£^iIL?J„El§i-.

6,000.

In tei'cst
lC5c

(1)

June 1, Street Con.'^truciion Bonds 1957

$

(2)

November
of 1968

$ 10,000.

$.4,730,

$ 15,000,

$13,487.

1 Ssvver

$

Construction Bonds

Fire Station Bonds of 1970

(3)

June

(4)

Sootember

1

Water Bonds of 1964

$ 15,000.

$ 1,860,

(7)

September

1

School Bonds of 1957

$ 15,000.

$ 3,666,

(5)

Aujust

$ 22.000.

$ 8,712.

(9)

Paul Smith School Bonds of 1968
July 1

$ 35,000.

$28,200.

TOTAL TO BE PAID IN 1971

$118,000.

1

1

School Loan Bonds of 1962

(10)

Odell Park Cottage Demand Note of
1935

(11)

Odell Memorial Arch Demand
Note of 1935
TOTAL BONDS AND NOTES TO BE PAID
IN 1971

f\'

DEPART! iENT

AC^'.O'iNT

A ?.S FSSOR

•

1969

ASSESSOR'S REPORT
I tJVENTORY OF VALUATi^ON

3\W.N\^'\Y

Land 8. Buildings
Stock-In-Trade
Production Machinery
Gas Pumps 8. Tanks
Poultry & Neat Stock
Utilities

—

——

$32,747,000.

-

1968 Assessed Valuation @100^o

$13,560,045.
3,008,910.
1,000,525.
41,185.
14,040.
2,023,500.

1968 Assessed Valuation ^60^o -- $19,648,205.
1969 Assessed Valuation
Vaiuaticn Increase over 1968
EycTntlons:
3 - Blind
$
3,000.
Voterans' Exemptions, Credit on tax bill
("'^)

-

$43,049,190.
10, 302, 190. (*)

$

32,728.25

Revaluation of City by State Tax Commission

ASSESSOR'S REPORT
1970 SLOVUViARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION

—

$43,049,190.
407,900.
42,641,290,
7,697,540,
$34,943,750.

1969 Assessed Valuation
Adjustments, following revaluation
1969 Valuation, m.inus adjustments —
Property no longer Taxable
-Nfet Valuation ----------

Stock-In-Trade
Production Machinery
Poultry 8. Neat Stock
Gj>s PuiT'ps & Tanks

$5,684,800.
1,967,290.
22,450.
23,000.

Total

$7,697,540.

19'70 Assessed Valuation
Valuation Increase over 1969
H, B, #1 Estimated Reimbursement to Franklin -$284,809. plus 10^6 ---

Exemptions:

4
149

-

—

--- $
Blind
Elderly ---

4,000.
618,400.

$

622,400.

Veterans' Exemptions, Credit on Tax Bill

$35,292,900.
349,150.
313,289.

Based on Valuation
$

32,903.07

Respectfully submitted,

Arthur H. LaBonte
City Assessor
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DEPARTMENT
A('CO'

I'lANAGER

C-

DEPARTi.iENT

ACCOII^IT

LIBI^^RY

H-A^'^^y N- PUHLIC LIBRARY

TreaGuror's Report
1970
Balance at FranklD.n National Bank
Balance at Franklin Savings Bank
Balc-nce at Franklin Library
G G G Fund
^

.

,

Mildred Peaclee

I/iemorial

Fund

City o ppropria tion
Interest froni Trust Funds
Fines
Book losses G. damages
Books sold
Mferrorial book
Hisco (Includes hall rental)
Dividends
State Grant-in-Aid for 1970 S. 1971
Fees

822.70
89.38
26,49
i>50l.l0
426.51

2,866.13

2,122.75
2,721.C9
857c^l
115,56
205o07
5. CO

41.64
123.30
2, 145 00
168,00
o

8,504.82
11,371.00

Total Receipts
K xpend-i tures;

Books
Periodicals
Land and Buildings
Gdo
Telr-.-phone

Supplies
New Equipment (reader-printer, etc.)
Miscellaneous
Postage
Total Expenditures

3,161.10
7G0.41
1,137.62
29.95
180.25
333.00
1,813,72
87.18
102.20

7,625.43
3.745.57

Net Income

Balance at Franklin National Bank
Balance at Franklin Savings Bank
BaloTice at Franklin Library
GiGcG, Fund for microfilming
Mildred Peaslee Memorial Fund at
Franklin Savings Bank
Proof of Balance

984.81
1,316.53
25.25
970.78

448,20
74^>
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This report will nsccGF;.?.r:.iY be r.ncomplctfi since th;> statistics for
7h;::::c v./iil ba an jittompt to only
the v^;?r are not y^-, ?«.iiJ.ool^c
hcjvo tciken piaco, and some new
d')'.vloo:;iPnt.~
>h.i.:-h
iTvntion a few nt.w/
,-/t.?ri;cf:!
durincj
the year 1970,
pro,!;^ct3 which have oCcf.
the Statovide Lit-vsry c«rd wert into effect, ard th&realit^r ;-!C^rroworG in wood othrdir.g at librjriG;:; affiliated 'A,.lth the
Stitevldi Library Df:Vftlo•o^;,v^^t ricn v>/Gia entitled to :-ecv;ive, upon
rf-qufst, Cards iesu-^d by' tr.eir honie libraries which would be honored
iilton-Northf iold being an
by 'arv library in the affilicted s-/stf.'m,
affiliated library, fe^^s fcr ':ilton-Horchfield re.^idents begun on
January 1 were discontinu'.ci; urd Statv-nvide cards rosued by the Hall
At the saa'.i tn-me, we began
Mf/;i-.o::ial library vyer^i? honored inctead.
charqirg residents of Hi.:i a $3,00 year-ly fee since Mill is not an
Hill library
aff:..'.iated library ?.nd canroc irsue c St'^tewide card.
with
contract
tr;..u,tc..cs had been offc-:ed the opportunity to make a
date,
To
Fr-'i'-'Mio, but preferred to reostublj.;.h their own library.
Fxa 'kiln' has issued to residents only c.boV:t a dozen Statewide cards;
mv>ry more residents of surrcunding towri;; including Salisbury, Danbury,
/.ndovc-r, East Andover, Sanbornton and Tilton-Northfiald are using
However, there is compenStatc-'vvide cards at the Franklin librar/.
.-.aticn for this use in t^.e St.?te Cc^/ni-in-Aid funds accorded to
Franklin as a Service Center library.

On Tuly

1,

Two new programs were undertaken this cummer v;ith gratifying results.
One v/as a sumimer reading program for whicn 39 children registered.
Timothy Carigan, a 7th
Tiventy-nine children completed the provpram.
cr?.der, and Aoger Dorvai, a 4th g.raderj, each read 23 books, and Jo
Cooper and Dawn Smith were runners-up with totals of 19 and 16 books
rac-pectively.

From July 3 through August 19 books ivere delivered once a vyeek to the
Directing the program were Edward Driqgs of
four parks in Franklin,
the library trustees, lirs. Donald l/inkiey, and i-irs. Ethel Kanley of
the library staff. iMrs, Bruce Thompsor^ also assisted with transportation.
This project was considered so r^uccessful that it v>/as decided to try a partial extension through the remainder of the year:
boqinning November 14 bcoko have been circulated from the Brick
Church on South iiain Street from lOsSO to 11:30 on Saturday mornings.
This service to residents cf Iv'est Franiclin v;as arranged for with the
Concreaational-Christian Church by Mr;?., Herman Kruoger of the library
trr.ct':;3^
and assisting with transportation have been i.irs. krueger,
Additional
Mr-, r.mil liarshala, trustee, and i.irs. Bruce Thompson.
voj.unteers are being solicited.
,

A major step forward this v^s^r ha? been the placing en microfilm of
the local newspapers t':",rough June 1931-.
The library files were incomplete and fast deteriorating. This ard, in part, the microfilm
reader-printer which was purchased to ma'ce the films usable, were
financed through a fund built up from the sale of books; the remainder

of the funds for the reader-printer came from the 1970 State Grantin-/-.id.

Increased use of the library meeting rooms has been made this year
with the Community Action Program using both the Draper Room and the
Library Hall for tutoring programs.

Acquaintance v/ith the library building and functions has been fostered
through class visits of all elementary school pupils during National
Library \/eek in April; also the Kiwanis visited the library as their
after-dinner program on April 6, and were shown over the building.
The Great Decisions discussion group sponsored by the Friends of the
Library met again at the library during the early spring.
v/e acknowledge with gratitude the interest and assistance of friends,
whether or not members of the formal organization, viho have contributed books, money, or time and, in addition, a special thank you
goes to Dr. ilobert iiorin who has graciously allowed the library to
use the window of the former Baker .lemant store for display purposes^

Respectfully submitted,

^_ Hop e

iR.

Swain

....__

Director

ANIIUAL

..REPPijILj--.

1969-_1970

Two years, 1969 and 1970, have been periods of change for this agency.
New procedures have been initiated; the bookkeeping and billing
systems have been revised; and new agency policies have been implemented to meet the requirements for certification of i'.edicare.

Our fiscal systems are complete, in detail, and follow the prescribed
procedures of accepted business methods. I.s a result of a cost study
for nursing service, the fee for home nursing service was increased
to S4.00 per visit in January, 1970.
These
Three immunization clinics were held in the spring of 1969.
clinics increased to four j.n 1970 to accomodate more pre-school
children and to better co-operate with the school health departments.
In November of each year, special measles clinics were conducted.
We are most grateful to Dr. I7innifred Chase who volunteered her services at all the clinics.
Too, the many women in the community who
participated as nursing aids and clinic staff are to be comm.ended.
Given vjere diptheria, whooping cough and tetanus immunizations, Sabin
polio, small pox vaccinations and measles vaccine.
The number of
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clinic treatments we3?e 331 in 1969 and 574 in 1970,

A request by the selectmen of Salisbury for extension of this agency's
nurfing ssrvices to tlieir area iwas received in December 1969. After
approval by the Frtinklin City Council, and approval by an affirmative
voi.e o± tr,e Saljsbury town meetlnq, t'ns service v;as provided.
Under
contractec: tc-rms, full !?-?rvicfts of this aciency are available to
oaiiso'.ry r-^.-^dents fron:.. A.jril 1970 to Aprxl 1971,
A similar con•croct -./iis oj.fered to Hill,
It v/as rejected in Hill at the 1970 town
meeting.
The Board members of the Visiting Nurse Association and many loyal
yo^unveers conducted annual successful rummage sales and fund raising activities.
Purchases fr^m th-^se funds include;, a 1970 Model
Chevrolet for use by the agency nurse, a desk, desk chair, desk lamo
and aciumg machine for use by the agency office manager.

September 1970 was

busy month.

a

The agency moved its office to the
/ith

)perating
-

^,

-

.

services for the community.

.

ilth

—

health

,

In Uay 1969, lirs. ?ris cilia Doucette tendered her resignation.
After
an intensive training program and orientation to this agency,
Mrs.
Doreen Schroder, a. N, assumed the position of nurse-administrator,
ivjrs, rloberta V/ebster continues on
a part-time basis as Office iianager,
i-art-tima nursing service is provided by lirs. Susan Doherty, R. N.
ana iirs. Harlean Merkes, R. N. A physical therapist, i.,rs. Priscilla
Puleo, IS axso available for consultation and treatment as specified
by a contractual agreem.ent to this agency.
The staff continues to
provide skilled hems nursing and therapeutic care, education services lor the prevention of disease, and promotion of individual,
lamily and community health. The nursing statistics are:
1969.
1970

Skilled nursing visits
Physical therapy heme visits
Health promotion visits
Plome health aid visits
Office visits
Ao.missions

Discharges
Average monthly caseload

2292
110
161
140
M a
4j_

23
36

2047
''

36
1 6

None
332
86
73
48

The i.^edical Advisory Committee determines the nursing policy
of the
agency. _;ihe members are: Uinnifred Chase, i:.D., Chairman,
xRoland
beaudry, i..D., uartha Gilchrist, R.N., Doreen Schroder, R.N.
and
bail Vinkley.
The Board members for 1969 were iirs. Bernard Solomon.
Presioen-c, Mrs. Donald 'Jinkley, Vice-President, Mrs. S. George
Brown,
secretary, i.irs. Robert Beaudet, Treasurer, Iirs. u'illaim Doherty, Mrs.
irreoerick Ziegler, Mrs. Helen Holmes, iirs. Arthur Edmunds, iirs.
,
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Foster BIiag, I.irSo Evelyn WhitGhecd, The 1970 m&rr.bers are Mrs.
Donald I7inkiey, President, Mrs. Edward Brlggs, Vice President, iin
S. Goorge Brown, Secretary, lirs, Kov/ard i.lariani Treasurer, iirs.
Bernard So.'.orron, Iirs. Evelyn l.'hitehead, I.irs. liary G. Sawyer, ilrs.
Frederick ?.Y?gler, Mrs. Anita liorin, Iirs. iloger Pouliot, and ilrs.
Ke rma n D o g an
1

1 .:

Respectfully submitted,
President 1969

Lij:?-..::_J-^:Jh_Si2lgrnon,

Mr o
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REPORT 0F_ THE. VISITING MUP.SS

Nurses Visits
2,098
21
Physical therapy
l/ell-child Visits
76
N u r.s : n g _ k> u •; s
Skill ecTnliroing care
2,022
Educational
60
Health P.rorrotion
149
Interagency Consultations 57
,

„

-

.

.

pr es id ent_ 1970._

1970

Office Visits
Post-Partum Visits
Crippled Children Visits

330
47

Physical Therapy
Clinic
Staff Conferences
Administrative

250
72
65
141

7

,1

The Visiting Nurse Association sponsored 5 immunization clinics through
the year in cooperation with the r^chool health department and N. H.
Department of CoiMiuni cable Diseases. Diptheria, Tetanus, Whooping
Cough, Oral Polio, Small Pox vacci'.nation and Rubella were administered to pre-tichool and school children by Dr. Chase.

March 4

May 6
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vie moved our office to the Goss l/ing at Franklin Regional Hospital. I feel this move has been beneficial in coordinating efforts for total patient care. Communication between hospital personnel and our staff has improved as they have become more
aware of our organization and the services we provide.

In September

thanks to the Executive Board and to Gail for the constant help
and guidance through the year.

iiany

Respectfully submitted,
Pore en Schrode r. R. N.

Visiting Nurse

JlL^JiL^i^'gJl^-i-'-^X-'

L HH/kLTH assqci

ANMUAL REPORT
It

:Ip.

with pleasure that

I

—

/-

jion

1970

subndt the first annual report of the Twin

liivers I.iental Health Association,

mc.

The Twin Rivers Cental Health Aopociation was form7\lly organized on
June 5, 1969, adop-ced its by-lo'.vs or^ January ib, lh)70 and was incorporated by the State of Wow Harr.pshire on Hay 20, 1970.
i

The goals of the Association arc as follows:
1.

To acquaint people with healthy attitudes toward mental illness
which is in itself mental haalth.

2.

To establish a mental health clinic in the area.

3.

To present to the public the problems of mental retardation
and ways of alleviating its effect.

4.

To promote an avi/areness of the drug problem and assist in its

treatment.
5.

To assist with the problem of alcoholism.

6.

Support for the public schools in fulfilling the needs of
those children v/ith speci?.! problems i.e. emotionally disturbed and mentally retarded.

After eighteen months of negotiating with the State Division of r.ental Health and the Twin Rivers i.iantc'l Health Association, Concord
i.lental Health Center agreed to tiie establishment of a part-time menThe Twin Rivers
tal health clinic at the Franklin Regional Hospital.
This office
CoOTiumity Health Services opened on S-iptember 10, 1970.
The staff conhas been opened on Thursday afternoons and evenings.
sists of Psychologist, Tcrje Reinersten, on a weekly basis. A Psychiatrist and a Social Worker are available every other week.
To be properly funded for full-time operation, the mental health

clinic serving the Franklin area would need a minimum of S10,000
from local cities and towns and state matching funds of 010,000 as
well as contributions from local sources, it is essential because
of the cost that a local mental health clinic serve a large enough
group of communities in the area to adequately fund such a facility.
For this reason, the Twin Rivers Mental Health Association includes
in its membership the towns of Andcvar, Danbury, Hill, Horthfield,
Sanbornton, Tilton, Bristol and New Hampton. These towns along with
the City of Franklin provide a natural geographic area and are all
part of the Franklin Regional Hospital. With this basic orientation
and recognition that these communities should band together to provide hospital services to the area, it seemed natural that mental
health services could also be operated in this fashion.
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It is hoped that in the nf;::t budqst year that the City of Franklin
will bo able to provide n^ore funos fc.v thv<; rrsn'-,.-.! health clinic^ which,
sinc9 its openi?'.g in Soptcrabor, has sosn 56 cii&r.ts from Franlclin
including 17 cases trancfeired from Concord as well as eight nev^r
cases referred since the clinic opened.

Since the clinic opened in September, Twin Rivers Ivlental Health reports the following funds which have been forwarded to Concord Mental Health for the operation of Twin Rivers Community Health Services:
Funds.

Source
^

City of Franklin
Franklin Kiwanis
Unitarian Church
Total to date

1,000,00
400 00
.

,500^0
G 1,900.0'0

($500 to be
sent i/71

In Kind

Source

Franklin Regional Hospital
Twin Rivers i.ental Health Assoc.

Office Space
Telephone Bills

It should be noted that the community mental health clinic could
never have been establis hed without the help of the many people vjho
have worked as members o f the Twin Rivers ilental Health Association,
Special recognition is g iven to iir. Richard Smart of Morthfield who
has provided considerabl a time and talent in the organization of our
Association and Rev. Stu art Hild who assisted in the negotiations
with the State Division of [lental Health, We also wish to thank
MrSo Gail V/inkley. Presi dent of the Franklin Visiting Nurse Associa"
tion for her assistance in the joint operation of V, N. A. and the
mental health clinic at the hospital.

Our association hopes to remain strong and active. As can be seen
by our goals we are interested in the broad spectrum of mental health,
The establishment of the local clinic is one top in the meeting of
our goals. Now established, the clinic will only flourish if the
people as well as the City Council and selectmen of the cities and
towns support it financially.

Respectfully submitted,

Edv/ard B,

Briqqs. President

Twin Rivers Mental Health Asso,
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DEPARTMENT
accouin:t

DISTRICT COURT

DEPAnTI-iEMT

ACCOUNT

FI.1E

'

T

c

Total
Total
Tjtal
Totnl

nu^nber of gollon<5 of gar>ol.:.ne used

number of quacta of oil

u:.od

nun;ber of p:in-;<, of v".-140 c:ll used
n-tmoer of hou.os biouck purrpcd
To^;al nu;:.ber feet or 2}^' hose Ic.Ul
Total nurrber feet of I'// hose laid
Total uu;-bcr feet nf ladder ra:3r:ad

2,213
57
13 3/4
93/^

17,o50
12,000
3,6:'

20/^
horrs uring generator
9 1/3
h o u .c g u s J. "i g s mo Ic e e e c t c r
6
hours using aux, licnt plant
10
of Prr-.G, vater extinguishers used
10
of C02 extinguisher.3 u?ed
1
of dry powcior extinguishers used
6
of as cists to the hospital
5
hours Fcott Air-Pak used
110
hours u<^.5.ng hose dryer
3
hours IcOor on hose
46/2
hours on fire prevention
1
TotaJ. nu.:.bt?r hours vath deck gun
43
Total nu: ber hours on l/ater Depi, radio wires
59 3/4
ToT.al riur;!ber hours fire inspect.b'-n
67'2
T.)tal n:\.ober liours oil burner i.:.--,n"ction
146
Total niVuiber hour? en investigation
1-^4
Total ni-.viber hours on hydrants
261)2
Toial n...Tber hours wcxkinn on fire alarm
i4
nvrber
Vi/ater
Total
of ext, recharged pr:.s,
&:-'<:
G,
193
acid
Total riin ber of
rfichar'^ed soda
22
Total n!.Ti,ber of CC2 e.itinguj.she.::: ch.5cked
8
Total n"-viber of dry piwder ext, recharged
Foda.it;?
9
Tttal n",..ncer of
ext. recharged
T^'.'tal n'.„irber hou.rs tracks out of: service
1,360 1/3
785
Total nt.tr.ber hours vvorbing at station site
20
Total nuirber hiours working on r^riaio
290i^
Total nur,.ber hours working on trucks
T.jtal ricrr.bor of parade
3
Total nUiVoor hours UoT.'ig oxygen
i
Total nuirber hours labor on furnaces
1
255
Total nunber hours fire training
Total ntiir.ber hours Underwriter's inspection
3
25
Total nun'iber hours making signs
Total number hours repairing ladders
8
Total number hours working on traffic lights
4
Total number hours fire alarm classes
24
Total nunber railos traveled in car
10,071
Total gallons of gasoline used
864
Total quarts of oil used
28
May we take this opportunity to thank the Mayor, Fire Committee and all
other members of the Council for the cooperation given us this past
year building the new fire station and in our efforts to improve our
service to the citizens of the City,

Total nuv::btr
T " a 1 n 'J
er
Total n'jriber
Total ;-,.uuib9r
Total r.unbe-r
Total number
Total nu;r.bc-.r
Total nii.;iber
Total n,r..abtr
Total n-.ii;iber
Total n;.;inh.3r
',:>

:

;:

;

r,

'^

Moise H. liercier
Fire Chief
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DEPARTMENT

A£22ii

POLICE

P OLICE DEPARTMENT

To thG Honorable iiayor and City Council:
I

hereby

s'.;bin5.t

the follovdng Police Report for the year of 1969:

ARRESTS J^ COURT CASES;
'

C7 lininei

"

159
538
20

Motor Vshicle
Juvenile
TOTAL

717

Cop^rlainto Received & Investigated
Puhliv Ss~v-:;e
Mo-^-.or Vcbici.? Checks
Pa:-.kirv-T

iVioc«:r

Fi.-^3

$31.00
287
55

'/ehicle Accidents

Injuries
Fiiortrian
Dc2Chs
Crui'c^vs Mileage
Gas Coo.surr.5d
Oil Ujod

2,828
5,241
1,633

r'3:c3onai

6
1

74,867
7,784
174

Respectfully submitted,
Japes C. Now ell. Jr .
Cniei of Police

POLICE DEPARTMEMT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I

hereby submit the following Police Report for the year of 1970:

ARRESTS & COURT CASES:
Criminal
280
508
Motor Vehicle
Juvenile
17
TOTAL
Complaints Received & Investigated
Public Service
Motor Vehicle Checks
Parking Fines
$59.00
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Personal Injuries
Deaths
Cruisers Mileage
Gas Consumed (gallons)
Oil Used (quarts)

2-)'

Inc/

DEPARTMENT
ACTUAL
Accoyiit

-JJ^o7_

CD-2

Sup. L Equip.

CD -4

Training

CD-5

Auto Equip.
Op,

Liain,

G.

CD-7

Dues

CD-8

Travel Exp.

G.

Sub.

CD-10 Cap. Outlay

CD-12 Gas

£.

Total

Oil

CIVIL DEFFNS5

DEPARBIEMT
DIVISION

PUBLIC VJOIllCS,
ADiilMISTRATION

BUDGET

ACCOUNT

71

P17-1

Salaries

PW-2

Off. Gup.

Pl.'-3

Utilities

PV/-4

In-Service Training

PW-7

Dues

P1/-3

Travel Expense

G>

10,300.
Equip.

C,

35.

300.
50.

Subscriptions

40.
125.

Total

10,850.

DEPARTMENT
DIVISION
B-1

Salaries

B-2

Sup,

£.

350.

Equipment

300.

Total

650.

DEPARTMENT
DIVISION
D-1

Salaries

D-6

Dump Maintenance

D-9

Consultant
Total

PUBLIC 170RKS
BRIDGES

PUBLIC WORKS
SANITARY L/JMDFILL
18,390.

2.

Contractual

100.

1,036.

19,526.

6c

.r-^

wV

.

.

.

DEPARTI-.EMT

DIVISION

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

.2^1lL.

^,i96iL.

MH-1

Salaries

3,674.

riI-I-2

Sup. C Equip.

I.iH-3

Utilities

3,800.

:-iH-6

Build. ;;ain.

1,025.

i.iH-9

liisc.

200.

i.lH-10

Cap. Outlay

977.95

bOO.

PUBLIC J/ORKS

rMiORlXr

FiALL

DEPARTI.IENT

DIVISION

PUBLIC V/ORKS
STREET CLEANING

BUDGET
1971

\CCOUNT
3C-1

Salaries

SC-2

Sup.

G.

2,100.
710.

Equipment

2,810.

Total

DEPARTMENT
DIVISION

PUBLIC

SNOW REMOVAL
11,000.

jil-1

Salaries

h\-2

Sup. C Equipment

jR-9

Consultant

C>

8,300.
1,600.

Contractual

20,900.

Total

DEPARTMENT
DIVISION

S-1

Salaries

S-2

Sup.

S-9

Iliscellaneous

2.

PUBLIC WORKS
g, SEWERAGE

SEV/ERS

3,700.

4,015.

Equipment

200.

S-10 Capital Outlay

2,777.

10,692.

Total

DEPARTMENT
DIVISION
R-10 Cap. Outlay
Total

\70RICS

PUBLIC \/ORICS
TOWN ROAD AID

6,356.30

6,349.06

6,349.06

6,512.81

6,502.4^

6,356.30

6,349.06

6,349.06

6,512.81

6,502.4^
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DEPART! :ENT

DIVISION

PUCLICJVORi^
CITY_G/.jl/;GE

BUDGET

ACCOUNT

_19JLL_

14,100.

CG-1

Salaries

CG-2

Sup.

CG-3

Utilities

CG-4

In-Service Training

CG-5

Auto Equip. Oper,

CG-6

Building Maintenance

200.

CG-7

Dues

Subscriptions

14.

CG-9

Consultant C Contractual

2,

G.

800.

Equipment

2,175.

Z,

75.

4,000.

i.laint.

2,950.

CG-12 Gas, Oil, Tires, Etc.

6,125.

30,439.

Total
DEPARTI.iENT

DIVISION

PU BLIC, 170RIC3
STREET M/'JNTENANCE
28,300.

Sr.i-1

Salaries

Si.i-9

Consultant L Contractual

1,100.

Si.i-11

Maintenance Materials

1,000.

SM-13 ileconstruction

SM-14 Street Signs
Total

£.

3,800.

Painting

1,300.

35,500.
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DEPARTIiENT

DIVISION

PUBLTCJ-JOEIKS
TRE.1S

BUDGET
l-.ccomT

.,

ST-l

Salaries

ST-9

Consultant

J.97_l^_

250.
C,

Contractual

1,950.

ST-10 Capital Outlay

200.

Total

2,400.

Our trees are in poor shape.
zoning control system of pruning.

It is not possible to establish a

Our money is spent removing dead

and dangerous trees and in spraying.

I7e

have each year

a

long list

of Elm trees which develop Dutch Elm disease as reported to us by the
Nev(/

Hampshire Department of Agriculture.

planning

a

However, this year

v^e

are

Replacement and Beautification Program to plant trees in

different areas and in planters in the shopping district.
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DEPAilTI/iEMT

DIVISION
6.Ql OUNT

PRPRPRPRPRPtl-

PR-

PR-

PABI'S

^

RECREAJIOivJ

/.Di.li^;iGTllAriOiJ

DEP/alTMENT

ACCUUT'fT

DP-1

Salaries

DP-3

ULilities

DP-6

Build. Main.

DP -9

Cons.

DP-10

Cap. Outlay

Total

C.

Cont.

PARKS u RHCRE^TIOM

DEPARUiENT

PAPXSJ.. RrCREATJr/M

DEPARTi/iEWT

DIVISION
ACCOUM

PARKS C. RECREATION
STONE PAilK

DEPARTMENT
DIVISION

WATER
AD'viiNlSTRMION

ACTUAL
1970

ACCOUTiX

W-1

Sal3r5.es

\l-2

Cj::.lr.G

IV

-3

Sup,

Equipment

o.

U til "ties

1/-4

In--3e2.vice Training

vv'-6

building Maintenance

U-7

Dues

W-8

Travel Expense

1/-9

Ccnsultsnt

c,

Subscriptions

o.

Contractual

Total

\.1.i-l

Salaries

Vff.i-3

Utilities

\Jl:'i-b

Auto Equip. Oper.

VJr.i-6

Supplies

V/Ivi-10

Capital Outlay

lVM-12 Gas, Oil

Total

WFWFV;F-

V.'F-

kVF-

o.

£.

C.

Chemicals

Tires

Maint.

-- 1969

Ayi)ITCRg_LS]lj:fJW OF, FI^^^

\MM. .gHPARILgHT
Gentle-aen:

In occordance with the request of your Board, an examination and
au.i.vt of th^ accounts of the City ex Franklin './atc-r V/orks for the
fit-Col year onded Dt-cerabsr 15, 1969, has been made by this Division.
SubrrJtt^'-d

after
On-,2

o\

horcwith is our report in the form of Exhibits as here-

l;::jti'd.

cf the enclosc-d audits must be given to the town clerk as part
pf^rtTiiaer/t record,

tl.-a

Q^r^^rritlyQ_B^lano^_SMets-Dec. 15. 1968

-

Dec. 15. 1969;

(Exhibit A]

C01v:PA:UTJ.V3 EALAKCE sheets as of December 15, 1968 and December 15,
As indicated therein, the Surplus
196:', are r^r-cs-vnt-jd in Exhibit A.
i.icr€:a:;Gd by
De-.cn/b'.r 15,

$27,204.94 during the fiscal year, from $423,361.79 at
1969 to 0450,566.73 at December 15, 1969.

Cc'irjgg_~3tj;l^?_-iLt?J;CT^ts..pXiig^^^

^

Exhibit B)

A comp?.vetiva statement of ilevenue and Expense for the fiscal years
enaed Dtccmber 15, 1968 and December 15, 1969, is contained in
Exhibit B.
SuiT;?TicroL.-Sf->.'^gi^-riipts

and Fxpenditures;

(Exhibit C)

sum/n.^ry stotement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year
and proof of the Treasurer's balance at December 15, 1969, are included in Exhibit C.

A

St'-<te'?.cpt

of So.

i'.ain

Street V/ater Extension Fund; (Exhibit E)

The activity in the South ilain Street 1/ater Extension Fund account
during the fiscal year is summarized in Exhibit E.

Attention is directed to the provisions of ?l.S.A. 33:3-a, relative
to the disposition cf unexpended bond fund proceeds which may remain
after ccmpleticn of authorized improvements. Such funds must be
usod to psy the principal of bonds outstanding, unless the City
Council by a vote cf two-thirds of the City Council, authorize the
expenditure of the funds remaining, including premiums on the sale
of bonds, for any pu.rpose or purposes for which bonds may be issued
for an equal or longer period of time.
Stntera--:nfc

of

3on.-!od

Indebtedness

:

(Exhibit G)

A statement of the outsta.nding bonded indebtedness of the City of
Franklin Water 1/orks as of Dec. 15, 1969, showing annual debt service iHvquiramento, is contained in Exhibit G,

The provision of Chapter 184 of the Lav;s of 1955, require that the
auditors' summary of findings and recommendations (letter of transmittal) shall be published in the next annual report of the City.^
The complete audit report may be published at th.e discretion of the
City Council but the letter of transmittal, however, must be published in its entirety.

extend our appreciation to the officials and office staff of the
City of Franklin Water liorks for their assistance during the course
of the audit.

I7e

Yours very truly,
O. Haurice Olespn. Dirge t o r_

DIVISION OF i.7JI\iiCIP/-X ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COi.'J'.ilSSION
AUDITORS'

SUIv'illARY

OF FINDINGS AND PyECpIlLMDMIONS^J-Jl-JJIQ
l/ATER.PEPARTijENT

Gentlemen:
in accordance with your request an examination and audit of the accounts of the City of Franklin Water liorks for the period December 16,
1969, thru December 31, 1970 has been made by this Division.

Submitted herev/ith is our report in the form of Exhibits as hereafter listed. One of the enclosed audits must be given the City
Clerk as part of the permanent records.

Comparative Balance Sheets

ji_Dec_._.

15.

1969

-

Dec.

31.._

197Qj JLExhiJgit.^

Comparative Balance Sheets as of December 15, 1969 and December 31,
1970, are presented in Exhibit A. As indicated therein, the Surplus
increased by :;20,006.77 during the period from :^450, 566,73 at Dec.
15, 1969 to $470,573.50 at December 31, 1970.
Comparat„iv.e.,Statements of Revenue and Expense;

(Exhibit B)

A comparative statement of Revenue and Expense for the fiscal years
ended Dec. 15, 1969 and Dec. 31, 1970 is contained in Exhibit B.
Summary of Receipts _.a,nd Expenditures;

.

A£Khibii-.Cj_

A summary statement of general fund receipts and expenditures for th<?
period Dec. 15, 1969 thru Dec. 31, 1970 and proof of th^^ Treasurer's
balance at December 31, 1970, are included in Exhibit C.
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glM^Py-OAl FJNPaN^A
South

r.iai n

i-^ r^ECOi;.u,i£r-!pATip^!S^

,

-.

Strs t-t. \/atcr_ Extension Fund:,

l/ATER_.P£PArijr^NL-^.r-J.S!20
.

^Exhibit H)

Ths activity in the South I.Iain Street Extension Fund Account during
th-D period Dec. 15, 1969, thru Dec 31, 1970 is shov;n in i:;diibit E,
Attention is directed to the provisions of R.S.A. 33-3-3, relative
to the disposition of unexpended bond funds proceeds which may remain
cfter ccmpietion of authorized improvements. Such funds niust be u::ed
to pay the principal of bonds outstanding unless the City Council, by
a vote of two-thirds of the City Council, authorize the expenditures
of the funds reipaining, including prop.i/nurns o'l the sale of bonds, for
any purpose or purposes for v;hich bonds may be issued for an equal
or longer period of time.

Bonded Indebtedn ess;

(Ex hibit G)

A statement of outstanding bonded indebtedness of the City of Franklin
Vi/ater l/orks as of December 31, 1970, showing annual debt service requirements, is contained in Exhibit G.

The provision of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955, require that the
auditor's summary of findings and recommendations (letter of trar\smittal) shall be published in its entirety in the next annual report
of the City.
The complete audit report (Exhibits) may be published
at the discretion of the City Council.

Ue extend our appreciation to the officials and office staffs of the
City of Franklin Water l/orks and the City Manager's Office for their
assistance during the course of the audit,
Certific^ate of Audit;

This is to certify that we have examined and audited the accounts
and records of the City of Franklin V/ater Works for the period
December 16, 1969 to December 31, 1970.

was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and accordingly, included such tests of accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as were considered necessary in the circumstances. In our opinion, the Exhibits included
herewith present fairly the financial condition of the City of
Franklin Water Works as of Dec. 31, 1970, together v;ith the results
of operations for the fiscal year ended on that date.
Oi-r exam.ination

Respectfully submitted,
Free' erick E. Laplante. Director
DIVISION OF iMUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAJC COi/i/iISSION
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"

e}:hibit a
CITY OF FRAi\;!a.Ii\i ./ATER V/CRKG
Comparativs Dalance Sheets

Cu'^r en t ns sVt s

"

"
"

:

Cr/';n"Vn*'Kanarjn Banks
(L"no:cDended Proceeds of

35,452.17

41,196.59

Bond Issue)
A:,;-:s. Receivable
Lr/entory
lotal Current Assets

58,C42.54
21,903.03

-:-15,727.53

i9.';9

18,701.73
17,590.17

14j^638.J^2
""

'

"'

94,306.07

130,340,06

Fixed_Assets

'*"

La>:d"

Structures
V.'apor Supply
Ilaj-ns, Services,
Hydrants £ i.ieters
Equipment

34,399.24
253,152.56
243,905.79

34,399.24
253,152.56
243,905.79

635,946.00

645,949.23

.JL29^7S5^55
"

'"
}-??jJ-Jk'£'£'.
'

'

Le'jS:

Accumulated Deprev

1,297,139.22

c i a t i on

_

555_^6p6^.

1,310,578.26
„,. 48p_, 122 06

0_9

.

Met Fixed Assets
Const. In Progress

841,583.13

330,456.20

69^677^.95
1 042 101 . 94

112^,529.89
1

"'

""

,

LiaJ3iLities_C;_^_Ca2ital^

Cu-^rent Liabilities
Pa yrbir Deduct'. Payable

Lpn -Term_ Liabij.! ty_
8oi'.ded Debt
c]

,

'

,

037729 2 .16"
*"""

""

1,049.51

982.96

230 000 00

205 000 00

,

.

.

,

Capital_e,_ Surplu_s
Con ti- i b In /. i d' "of
.

Construction
i'.unicipal Investment
Unamortized Prem.CJnt.
1969 Bond Issue
Surplus

1,000.00
359,272.66

1,250.00
359,272.66

213.04
450,566.
"""'"73_

213.04
470^573.50
"""'

811,052.43

1 , 0427101". 94

(•'••

031,309.20
1

,

037",

272716'

Funds earmarlcecl for authorized and uncompleted improvements)
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IWRKS
Rovenue <k E^'pense
1^70
Fi5caj''"c;^rs Ended Dec. 1^. 3.969 & Dec. 3 1

CITY OF

Fa-^a^JKLIN V/ATER

Con::Dar&tivft StsteiTi&nt of

.

Dftcernbcr 15,

!^lri^^iJii!i}£L-d2:i;.£D.'-iS.?.

CcrMnercial Sales
Sales d Job
.Misc. Ho venue

Dec;-^mb>3r 31,

1969

Less: Aba t ement s

1,471.20
-iPA'ilQ.

MQjl9}1

96,682„43
333.81

98, 386,-^0
82 C9
.

$93, 303. 5

$96,343.62
R ey . _.Deduct_;_
(Lxc, of Depreciation)
Pumpi.ng Sta - Oper.
^ maintenance
8,992.78
'S
Povvec Purchases
5,114.39
Less:

pj7

(^«-}

$94,852.87
3,393,53

:p95,l06,23

i.ifcrcho

1970

r^

Suporinterdsnce
ether Dist. Exp.
Prem. Exp.
Rop. to Mains
Rep. to Services
Rep, to Hydrants
Reo. to Meters
Truck Expense

Cbsbor.iers^

7,215.00
63,98
1,205.18
907.53
1,850.49
48,23
905.77
1.055.0 2

Net Oper. Income Before
Depreciation
Le?s: Denrcciation:
Oper,"lricom£
Admi n, £ Gener al Expen ye_s j.
I. o s s :
Gen, Of i ice Expanse
$ 5,579,55
iv'et

insurance
Po.^t. S. Printing
occial Sec. Taxes
Hcl. L Sick Pay

$12,343.61
5,333.29
2, COO 45
333,02
«

2, 230; 58

1,597.82
3,163.71
853,37
441.85
948.73
27. 358c 37

29. 331 -4^

$68,985.25

$68,922.0:-

.J^jlMU^

_g8«527.4r

$ 6,168,47

1,524,35
593,52
1,327.56

1,553,84
644.92
1,261,49
1.188.30

1

10.228.10
Net Income Before Non-Oper,
Iucorr.9 and Exoease
N on -Q-o '£r,2_ Inc o m^A.
In tire St Inconie
Deduct;
Mo ^-O'l'datinq -5xoens6j_
IntefZ^st'on Debt

Net Income for Year
(^0 Period December 16,

$40,394.5';

$42,347.62

$32,119,52
7 58., 58

,

53 , 57
10.867.4':

$29,527,

IC

1.025,5

.)

$32,878,10

$30,552.61

75

_1Ll^.Q^.

$29,125.35

$20,002,61

3, 752,,

1969 to December 31, 1970

:

EXHIBIT C
CITY OF FRAI-jKLIM -/ATER V/ORICG
Summary of Treasurer's Account and Proof of Balance
P-erjL_od_December^ 16 j^ )-^o9_tp_^ P.sp emb_er_ _31j_ 1970

Gener a 1_ Fund

Balance— December 16, 1969
Receipts During Period

33,173,13
103,749.92

136,923.10
Expenditures During Period
Balance-'-'December 31,

,

97_,820^,p7

39,094.23

1970

Proof of Balance

Balance in Franklin National Bank
Per Statement Dec. 31, 1970
Outstanding Checks
Less:

23,922.44
6p_,
2.0

SayincjG_ Accounts
Frahlcllh" t;b'o*perative Bank w-52526
Franklin Savings Bank ,'1360

5,143.21
1,184.51

Franklin Cooperative Bank Book
2372

7,904.25

i:o.

,

iC

oo2 2o
.

15^231,, 97

Reconciled Balance-December 31, 1970

39,094.23

EXHIBIT D

Balance-December 16, 1969
Trans, From General Fund

2,223.99
,29,,p05_.69'

31,229.63
Payrolls During Period

_29_,132_.3_2

2,047.36
Proof _of_ BaJLanc e^

Balance in Franklin National BankPer Statement-December 31, 1970^
Add:
Deposit of Dec, 31, 1970 (In Transit)

650.89

_

I_,9i9\p7

2,569.96
Less:

Outstanding Check

Reconciled Balance-Dec. 31, 1970

522,60
2,047.36

-• ip

APi.-JNISTPATTyF HT.Cl-LIGHTS_1^7g

miles of streets.

1.

i^eGurfaced over

2.

Completed sidewalks in the High School area.

3.

si5c

Establinhed Personnel Rules
Council on 7/6/70.

6.

Regulations

-

Adopted by the

Ci\:y

4.

Estc.blishsd Administrative Code - Adopted by Cr-ricil 12/7/70.

5.

Established new Water Policies, Rules £. Regulations
Adopted by the City Council on il/2/70.

6.

Appointed by the Mayor an Industrial Coordlnatiri^ Committee
to ect as liason between Development Groups, Cicy and new
industry.

7.

Completed new Fire Station,

8„

Completed work on v/ading pool at Odell Park.

9.

Implemented many improvements at Odell Park with volunteer
organizations.

-

10.

Approved construction projects (privately owned) of apartment
houses and new housing project.

11.

Established soliciting ordinance.

12.

Implemented new budgetary system.

13.

Replaced major portion of sidewalks on Central Street.

14.

Implemented new traffic control measures (street striping).

15.

Installed concrete barriers at City beaches to increase
safety,

16.

Installed many new water service mains throughout City,

17.

Completed construction of South Main Street water project.

18.

Maintained

19.

Established a Personnel Advisory Board to govern the personnel Rules u Regulations.

20.

Completed an Industrial Brochure and distributed the same
throughout various parts of the country.

21.

Started survey of East Pleasant Street area for addition to
the water supply.

a

stable tax rate (increased only sixty cents),
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GOALS FOR 1971

retirement system to cover all City employees.

1.

Establish

2.

Establish a Code of Ethics for all employees & elected
officials.

3.

Continue and increase the program of removing, cleaning and
testing each water meter, valve system d hydrant in the City.

4.

Extension of the fire

5.

Strive for a cooperative effort v;ith surrounding Cities and
Towns to assure economic growth of all units of government.

6.

Undertake major replacement of improvement projects as outlined in the Capital Improvement Program.

7.

Undertake
the City.

8.

'/ork

9.

Increase the contribution by the City towards the medical
plan for all employees.

10.

Complete V/age S. Salary Survey and implement the Merit Pay
Plan for all employees.

11.

Improve the appearance and esthetic quality of our business
district and the City in general.

12.

Complete our survey of all City-owned property to determine
the land use of this property.

13.

Continue to develop a complete inventory of community assets
and industrial sites to encourage economic expansion in
Franklin.

14.

Begin a study of revamping and replacement of our traffic
flow system.

15.

Continue efforts for economy in government,

16.

Seek out new sources of revenue and stabilize cost of the
municipal government in an effort to keep the tax rate
realistic.

a

a

Vi/arning

system,

program to upgrade the sub-standard dwellings in

towards the establishment of a zoning ordinance for the
protection C^ welfare of all concerned.

80

17.

Continue to remove dicessed and dead ti^ees and a
replacement program to co-nplimen t the removal of same.

IS.

Start construction of our sev;er treatment facilities and
establish a sewer fee system fair to all.

19.

Change location of snow removal dumping area.

20.

Update communication system in cooperation with State
Civil Defense.

21.

Continue our program to convince the State of the need for
additional routes in and out of the City of Franklin.

22.

Implant the idea that community progress is not solely the
responsibility of municipal governm.ent, but the responsibility of everyone concerned, working in conjunction with
the municipal government.

23.

Increase police coverage in all areas of the City with
particular emphasis in l/ard I.

24.

Complete survey of East Pleasant Street area regarding
additional Vi/ater supply and take action accordingly.

25.

Locate District Court and City Council Chambers in the
upper City Hall auditorium.

26.

Degin an extended program to amortize the carry-over of
our Tax Anticipation Notes.

27.

Increase our effectiveness in the Dog Control Program,
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SECTION
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schools

ANKJAL PJ'FORT GF TaZ

0".:PS?:iKTEKDt;l-TT

C? ECHCOLS

i-je.9

We rire continui'-.g our cndca^-cr of the pact fear yearn to dovslop a
program or etudi.2^ ^nd me.chodr. or toachin'» to rsach cur studcrts as
inc'ividur. Is.
Full roalizatiicn of this goal will requira consid.irabla
time.

New effcrtc -.-.c'-.'ard this gcal this yaar h??.vc been tha in'rroduction
of an indi.vic'a^.li^cd ir.ath.r-iu?tL'-fl pro^.ram at tha Favtl A, Siriith School,
a zt'j'ly r.cardt'-.co to revin'-? ths Einp;iiFh Program at Frarikiin JuniorS'.'-.ior Hij^h Srhool
ungradii'g the BcsGie Rowsll and Parkar Hancork
Schools. At this i-.imc tharie chaiig'jo ara operating smoothly and credit
for this must be givs;n to the Gchooi prin'-iipala and their suaffs.
,

Student enrolLrtanto nfticnally have entered a period of dacline
after triany years of coriStaatly in'^reaslng. However, enrol Inr.-inta in our
school ayctctn are continuing to In'ircase. Following are the Septeaber
enrollments for tho past elavan ^/ears:
195?

^P^.ITTV

1967-68

Franklin

Franklin
N.

H.

A.V3.

I'i.ch

Er, Hrph

472 00

Glli

CO
549. OD

673. CO
63/. GO

49^,00
483. OG

62^v„0.)

6<7.C0
6C1,G0

N. H. Ave;.

1968-69

Jr,

593.03

The 1068-69 p?r pupil coat in Franklin includaa $52,060.36 in
Fadaral Grants to tha Franl:iin School District.
This anount added the following sums to our por pupil costs:

Elementary

REPORT OF SCMOCL NURSES
1969

Schools in our society are charged with the responsibili.ty of educating
Con^is'jcnt cifort;c ara b-ain^ mode in tha Frf^nklin Schools to imnircvo
fjuality
of education so that every p;ipil is inspired to work tovard h:'.3
th".
potential
with c.omplof:a rftooguition of his worth and dignity ac an
ma>:iir.uin
Individual. Ths hoaith str.tus of childrsn. has a diror-.t influence upon their
educatlonal achievements. Therefore, a ccv.iprch-;nsive school health prograji
is essential.
All asponts of the procraTii have been planned to support and
stimulate the l<?arnin3 pro'ieso. Primary responsibility for the health of
th? child rcst3 with his parents and, in the cldsr child; increasingly with
ch2 individual hinself.
j'onlvi.

Tha following reports of th.'^ major health activities in the Franklin
Schools during th": pact year point out the cooperative role cf the school,
home, community and tha state agencies in conserving the health of the
Franklin tichool children.
Two thousand three hundred and twenty-one pupils received routine
which include height, vjeight, posture, condition of hair and
general condition cf mouth and teeth. In most cases this is a routine
procedure. However in isolated situations this has brought to our immcdi-^te
attention major health irregularities. These vjere referred to the parents
immaLiiately with rocoirjncndations for treatroent by the family phycician, or
dentist. This also provides us with th.=i necessary inforr.iation for our
annual growth survey which is maintained and recorded yearly.
in;jpe.';ticns

Our schocl vision screening involves observation to detect obvious eye
disease, and testing for visual acuity through the use of tha Titmus iJchool
Vision Tester^ which is a stereoscopic instrument for testing visual acuity.
Because mo;}t learning is based upon visual experiences, we feel it is of
prim.? importance to screen every pupil annually.
Two thousand three hundred
atri fifty-four visual screenings were completed daring the year. -Resulting
in over one hundred and fifty-nine visuol I'eferrais to the family opthamoicgist or optometrist for a ccii^plete and CKtencive eye examination. One
hundred and forty-one corrections vjera noted.
.

Normal capacity for hearing represents the second most important
sensory rvisource for learning, A cerious deficiency in hearing vill result
in impairment cf the learning facility of the effected child.
With trie
r'.ai;'o Audiometer each child in cur school received a complete individual
audiometer s.'.reening. Many were retefited. Two thousand three hundred
and twenty test? vjare given. Thirty-tvro were found to have a hearing loss
in one or both ears.
These were referred to the family physician or E.IT.T.
specialists Twentj'-two received total correction, ten others remain under
treatment.

The effects of poor dental health are indeed numerous. Nearly all
children experienca dental decay to seme degree.. We have attempted to
ectablish a positive program to alleviate t'r.is major health pi-oblem. Vve
have arranged V7ith the New Hanipshire Depaitment of Health and Welfare,
Bureau of Dental Health for Health Education for all our pupils, presented
to them' at their own age level by Dental Hygienists who are specifically
trained in this field. This provides all students with pertinent facts on

the values of good h'^alth bsbiiis, sound nutriLirn pxactj.csr; p.nd profess ior.c.I
dcnfal care. Thoi dGnttd clinic, whirh i« prcsf.r.tly in its fourtn year of
Ovor six
cporfiticn was ccntinued with the ur.uai reapcn.TS and enthujiasni.
are
na£^ri?.is
and
equxpirient
participated.
Tr.o
and
twenty
pupils
hundred
clinic
Health.,
Thic
Mew
Har?.p3hire
Dfpartn'jnt
of
Ti-yats.!.
by
th2
provided
provides dental cleaning and fluoride treatnetit at a v>?.ry miniirual coat.
To asiiet in covering the total r.o,= t of the clinic, donstiona w^irs madn
by the Franklin Kiwanis Club. Vii f'^nl th.at our eff'jrt.^ in th?. Dintal
Health field have In come way contributed to tha improvsd dontal health
of many of our children.
,

Protection from illneES can be provided through irnmunizaticn. Children
should cornpletc their imniunizatictiS during the first years of their liv?.3.
However, in many cacss this is not the situation. In connection with the
Visiting Nurce Association we held three imr.vaniaation clinics each year.
Xw-o hundred and fifty-fiveIh.^se ar<j held at the Fr^inklin City Hall.
Offered at these
imraiini^ationa wer'-; given school children at chi',' time.
clirif-.s weico Smalipc-; vaccinations, Diptheria Toxoid, Toxoid Bcoctcrs,
Folio Drinks and Heasleo Vaccine.

Flu sliots were offered to the entire school personnel. In an effort
to immunize against the flu forty-one teachers participated. Many thanks
to Dr. Winnifi.-'id Ghace for giving of her tine to accommodate our staff.
Health growth depends on good nutrition wore than on any other factor.
The nutrition of the school child will have an influence on his health of
tomorrow.
Proper nutrition is a vital concern in any health program,
particularly in view cf the important part it plays in the achicvsman': of
the child in the scfiocl situation. Hot lunches sert/ed in cur schools are
cf the fineL,t quality.
In order to insure that some of our leci; forcuna'je
benefit from a w^li-ba lanced meal at least once a day, the Nurses' Hot
Lunch Program served three thousand twenty-eight lunches. The mone^' for
these lunch;is wa? made available through the generous donations received
f;c>m the Molinda Tobie Fend, Franklin Rotary, Franklin Kiwanis, Emblem
Giub, and the Methodist Church W.£!=C.f?. Co. bch?=.lf of th^^^se pupils we wish
to c::pres3 our sincere gi-atituda for this financial assistance.
Tlie hazard of tubG7:culo3is in childhood and in cur adult society is
still sufficiently great sc as to justify the schocliv paying particciar
attention to the tuberculosis control program.. As suggested by N.H.T.B.
and Health first graders and personnel only were test'.;d. This includrd
all cafeteria vrorker?. Two hundred and forty-one w^re tested, including,
on
cu£ hundred and sixty-fiva first graders, fifty-nine teacihers, and fifteo
cafotcria psrfionnel. Seven positive reactors were found. This indi'^at^es
at some time contact vath active TB. Hoxi7ever, the.-3e pev.;ons were x-rayod
and no active TB was found. Thsy vrili be followed for the next throe years
very closely.

The Nfcw Hampshire Cripple Childrons' Society sponsort;d by the New
Hampshire >3'jard of Health continues to serve any and all our children \^ith
severe orthopedic, heart or convulsive disorders. Twent3"-four of our
pupils attend the orthopedic clinics on a regular basis.- Five of cur pupils
attend the convulsive disorder clinics and two attended t'ne heart clinic.
for complete evaluation. These are outstanding services which are given
to our pupils at a very minimal cost to the parents.
5

In order to maintain and protect the health of our athletes, each
athlete must have a con'.nlete {.-hysJcal eyatninai:ion before he or she is
allowed to actively paruicipr.'je. Dr, Mcriu, cur Athler.ic Physician,
This service
er^cTalncd over one hundred and forty proi:pecti\e candidates.
givas thase pupils iraximura protection nzed^d by active athletes.

Our pre-schooit. clinics v/ere ?jcld in April. Over one hundred and
four prospective pupils accompanied by parents attended. The children
vjerCi weighed, measured and vision and hearing screenings were given to
all attending. The value of this pre-school &crer.ning cannot ho measured.
Deviations to the norm may be ccriectcd prior to entering school in
Septcnber. Thio givt-.j the child an equal opportunity to maintain and
reach hio beet pojc-ibie str.te of v:'£il being. All children arc eypevted
to have physical examinations by the family physician prior to entering
school.
This vjill enable us to treat any phycical or mental handicap
accordingly.

Over one thousand one hundred and eighty-seven firct aids were
administered.
Fortunately the majority of the situations were minor; all
ethers were given emergency treatment with immediate referral to the parents
for further treatment by the family physician.
In order to establish better relationships between the heme and the
schools, in many cases because of no other m.eans of communication, three
hundred and f.-7enty-six house calls were made.

In order to meet certification requirements and best serve the school
child we participated in the following courses" "Handling Children Uader
Screjs Within The School System" - a three credit course at the University
of New Hampshire; attended a special institute for nurses - "Audiologic-1
Testing and Educational M^inagem-int of the Hearing Impaired Child" which was
held at the Crotc;hed Mountain Foundation, Greenfield, N. H. , August 11-15.
We also arranged a Firct Aid Course for teachers and personnel in our School
Unicn. Eightion particip'ited including teachers, nurses and custodians.

We feel we have an

e;-:ceilent

department.

Our services are many.

HcTjever, as health specialists ve wouJd strongly recommend developing a

cumulative health education cuirricuium starting at the elementary level
and continuing thro'.igh high schrvol.
It has baen a rewarding experience working with the administration,
teachers, parents and coiraiunity services and organizations for the continued
im.provement of our ctucents health and welfare.

Respectfully submitted,
Cecile LaRochs, R.N.
Martha Gilchrist, R.N.

CITY OF FFANKLIN
SCHOOL DISTRICT
SlLf.mZW£ OF CASH RECEIFT3 AUD DlSliURSEMENTS
FOR

-iCITS

FISCAL YnAI FNDED DECEMBER 15, 1969
EXHIBIT E

Cash in Bauk Dect&ber 15, 1958

$

14 J 546. 30

Recffip^a

City of 5'ranklin:
Appropriation
State oi" New ilarmpGhire
School Aid Title I, III, V and VI

$915,201.21
3,4.'59.27

4v,i q5.'>0

965.935.6^
980,431. So

Total Receipts

DJFbursementa
Coritracced Services
Other Administrative E::pense
Salaries:
Principals
Teachers
ether Insitructicn Staff
Secretarial and Clerical
Teachers Aid
Instruction Exp^nfo:
Textbcckc and Rebinding
Library and Audio Visual
Teaching Sooplies
Other Servicco
Other E>:pen';eci of Instruction
Attendance Salaries
Health:
Salaries
Ei/cpenses

Pupil Transportation:
Salaries
Vehicles
Supplies
Contracted Services
Other Expen.Tes
Operation oi' Plant:
Salaries
Supplies
H-Dat

Utilities
Totals Carried Fon^ard

369.40
261.-GO
$

42,571.22
502.564.02
25,771.47
15,312.91
6,283.73

592,504.20

10,600„09
9,565,60
23,179.19
3,530.91
4.756.15

51,631,94
175. CO

12,161.51
70

12,811.31

7,344.57
7,395.00
793.79
1,394.30
4,832.26

21,809.92

43,854.80
11.552.04
15,484.30
1^,854.60

86,g[.6.24

64L

-)

.

$765,449.61

$530,481.98

/

Totals Brought Forward

$756,449.61

Di sb'irserr.ents (Cor.Linusd)
Mai.iitenap.ee of Flant:
RGplf-cenient and Repc.irj-Equipm^^nt 13,297.43
Sper-ilic Kaintenancc
6,777.00
7,492.33
Repairs and I'laintcnanoe to Build.
3,935.G7
Contracted Se:--vic.e3
365 53
Other Expr-ri'^cs
o

$980,481.53

31,863.18

Fiv:r:d Chavg'^.ij:

Tc.achern Rntiremant

F.I.C.A,
In2urr^n':a
Sch'joi Lur:cn and Special Milk:

Salaries
Contracted Services
Fodeial Aid
Etudsat Body Activities:
Salario^n

Cthar Expenditures
Capital Outla\':
Equipment
Adult Education
Sufiarvisory Union Expenses
Tuition
Federal Funds
St'Ate of New Hampshirs Funds
Refund

12,461.17
20,494.87
1,929.57

34,383.61

4,705.69
217^00
14,4 32.55

19,355

5,439,14
4.3S7.52

..24

9,826-66
9,835,02
1,876.80
25^194.32
88C.00
52,060.36
920-73
63. 51

Total Cash Disbursements

CASH IN

EAI:K DCGEKLilR 15,

.953^2 !/j . 59

1969

Cash Composition:
City Funds
Federal Program

$

17,611.54
.-ij.'^-Jr

^^_2

$27^265739

27,265.39

CLASS OF 1959
FR.\IW.LiN

Larry Gene Akerman
Janice M. Allison
*Nor;ri Jean Barna
Noil Stephen Barry
Rebecca Ann Beach
*Yvette Irene Beauchetnin
Dennis Arthur Bellivcau
Karin Louise Bloch
Stephen C. Blakney
Stanley F. Bonk, Jr.
Lee Ann Bosselalt
Gary Bracsard
Jean Marie Brown
*Joyce Katherine Buczynski
Dennis Charles Byers
Janet Lee Calley
Kathleen Marie Chandler
Teresa Lynn Chapman
Robert Barron Clogston
Mark E. Coffey
Gary Lee Colby
*Dariene M. Cote
Janice L. Davidson
Kathryn Denish
Marcia Delores Derosia
c -Sheila A. Donnan
Walter N. Dow
James Thomas DuBois
Brenda L. Dukette
Frank Paul Edmunds
Susan Helen Edmunds
Robert John Elliott
Charlene Anne Fleury
*Mary Julia Fredette
Richard Armand Fredette, Jr.
Jonathan James Freeman
Patricia Ann French
James Frye
Kenneth G. Geider
Janes L. Gilbert
Laurie Alice Gilchrist
Richard P. Gloddy
Walter George Hall, Jr.
Richard E. Haney
Ho\?ard E. Hai:en, Jr.

Carol Jean Hebort
*John Stephen Hebert
Paul Michael Hebert
Paul David Hersey
Fred Leon Hooper

HIGH SCHOOL

Rebecca S. Jewett
'^Timothy R. Keegan

Allison Kidder
Deborah Jane Kimball
Kathryn E. Knott
Bernard Stephen Kollar
Marianne S. Kulacz
Lawrence Joseph LaPlante
James R. Laro
*Donna Maria LaRoche
James Edward Laughy IV
Michael P. Laughy
c-Paul George LeBlanc
*Thomas C. Lemire
David George Lewis
Russell P. Lewis
Freeda Gail Libbey
Roger Paul Main
George David Mansfield
Franceen M. Massa
Paul Edward Masse
*Patricia Ann Mayo
Jane Lee McDonald
Suzanne Mary Michel
*Jane Marie Michalin
Richard L. Miller
Jeanne L. Morency
Christine Mary Morin
James M. Newton
Linda Lee Newton
Gary M. Niven
Winnifred Arabelle Nixon
George C. Mudd
*Bonita Jean Nowak
c -Dennis R. Ordway
Patricia Anne Ouellette
Jo-Anne Paquette
John Paquette
Brenda Joyce Poullot
Bruce Prince
Donald A. Richard
Janice Eileen Ring
Stephen G. Robie
Joseph R. St. Jacques
James Peter Shaaelaris
Ernest M. Smith
Robert C. Smith
Christine Ann Sokul
Ann Stanley
Brion Peter Szwed

Gene Richard Tilton
Kichael Patrick Trr^cy
Pauiii-!P. Marie Turgjon
Jean Carol wV.ntwcrth

^June Elizabeth Thorrien
Brv.ce A. Thibodeau
ChaiT.cs J.

TMbcdcau

*HovGrly Thurber
Shr.ron Leslie Tlrjrber
Harriet Kay Tibbacca
Erucn W. Tilton

Ra:!.ph ?.

VJilcox

Breril: C.

Woodward

* Fc-ior Students
c "Certificates

AWARDS

SCROL.'UISIIIPS AIID

WIIsIvSRS

Arion Award for Music

Christine Mcrin

EucinoGS Education Award

Karianr.e Kulacz

Industrial

Baiiscb

ot

A.rts

Lorr.b

Michanl Laifrhy ft
Gene Til ^on

Award

Science Award

Mcrin Athletic Award

John

K'sbr.rt

Jarr.CG

Dubois

John H^ibert £i
Ti:nothy Kcssan

Pvodncy A. Griffin Kathamatics Award

Athletic Association Award

Jane Michelin 6e
Brion Sswad

Social Science Award

Jane Michelin

Loyalty Award

Frank Edmunds Ce
lira:; thy KoCgan

Salutatory Award

Jane H-Chfilin

Valedictory Award

Donna LaRoche
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1969

SCHOLARCRIPS FROM THE
CITIZENS SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION

Rf>bec';a A.

Concord Hospital

?jp.e.zh

Registered Nursing, Concozd
(Hew Hampohlra) KoGpil;-il

Yvette I. Beauchemln
Dollars for Scholars
R?j.:i">terad Nursing
Professional Wonon't; Club
FrsTtklin Susineas
St. Elizabeth's Hocpitai
St. Elisabeth's Hotpital
-Sc

Dennis A. Balliveau

Dollars for Scholars

Chemical

Fin<j;in&ering Et tha

University of N- H.
Franklin-Tllton-Northfield Foundation

Stephen C. Blakney
A.c counting at
Benticy Colicje

Franklin-Til ton-Northfield Foundation

Lfia Ann Bosccjait
Speech & Hearing Therapy at the
University of H. H.

Darlene M, Ccte
Business Edacatim at
FlyiT.cuch 3ta':e Collese

Bessie C. Rowell Memorial

Karcia D. Desrcsia
Business Educa»:ion
Lyndon (Vermont) State College

Future Business Leaders of America

V^al^rer N. Dow
Mathematics at the
University of N. H.

Franklin Grange 108

Robert J, ELlicr.t

William J. Broush Memorial

Acccur.tin;^-, a<:

Eentley College of Atccunting

Mary J. Fredette
Phy3ical Ccience at;
Plymouth State College

Franklin Kiwanis Club

Fronklin Elks Club
5rc:;ncr Corporation

Andover Lions Club
John Thompson Memorial

Richard P. Gloddy
Northeastern Christian Junior Collf,c,3
Paxil D.

Thompson School of

Kerrey

lied Licienoe
Ur.ivevci;:)" of N. H.

Stephen D. .TeweLL Memorial

Apr:

Rebecca S. Jcwatt
Accounting at Bryant -Mcintosh
11

Kathryn E. Knott
Secrecarial L'tudies
Chandler School

Dollars for Scholars

Franklin Kivanis Club
DoJlars for Scholars
University of New Hampshire

ThoiTias C. J.emira
Elet:trical Engineering
University of N. H.

Russell P. Lewis

Fhiladclphia College of Bible
Dollars for Scholars
Franklin Congregational-Christian Church

George D. Mansfield
Art Education
Plymouth State College
Sun:anne M. Michel
Secretarial Studies
Pierce College

Dollars for Scholars

Frmklln Women's Club

Brcada J. Pculiot
Elemencary Education
Plymouth State Collt-ge

Plymouth Gtate Collage

University of New Hampshire

Brion P. Sz^-etd
Forostry

Dollars for Scholars

Beverly J. Thurber
Secretarial Studies
N. H. Vocational Institute

Dollars for Scholars

Gene P.. Til ton
Architectural Engineering
Wentworth Institute

Dollars for Scholars

Gayle S. But lor
Class of 19 iS
Emery fichool, Boston

F. H.

Dollars for Scholars

S.

,

Linda A. Champion
S., Class of 19GS
Concord Commercial College, Manchester
F.

Hcp.ry S. Besuprs Memorial

H.

Joseph A. Deshaios
F. H.

University of
Dollars for Scholar;

Nei7

S.

Hampshire

Karcia M. Duma is
Bishop Brady High School 1969
University of N. H.

Dollars for Scholars

Suran Dunford
F.

H.

S.

1963

Pierce College of Businoss

17.

!;r

Dollars for Scholars
Belle Peabody-Broi.'n Foundation

Bishop Brady

Louise M. Lemire
School 1969
Eiviar College

Hit'h

Mark A. I'aylcr

Dollars for Schoir.rs

F.

11.,

S,

1566

Plymouth Stat.o College
Dollars for Scholars

Kr^nneth A. Ui^f^ins
F. II. S. 1967

Plymouth 3t?.te College

TAELS OF KECICTRATICW AND

ATTE^:l:)AKCE

for school year ending Jane 30,

Kinder-

Grade
Enrollment
Beys

Girlo

Average Daily Attendance

123.6

Average Daily Absence

Average Daily Membership
Percent of Attendance

136.0

IS'69

SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1970-1971
Supr>rvisory Union #18

Belmont, Franklin, Hill, Winnisquam

CW3V.

SCHOOIS OPEN

SCIirDLr:J

Wednesday, Sept3mbGr 9, 1970

Wednesday, December 23, 1970

71

Friday, February 12, 1971

30

Monday, February 22, 1971

Friday, April 23, 1971

45

Monday, May 3, 1971

Friday, June 25, 1971

__39_

Mond?.y, Januai-y 4,

1971

185*

N ON-G C HOCL DAYS

Teachers Workshop

September 8 and October 26, 1370

Teachers Convention

October 16, 1970

Veterans Day

November 11, 1970

Thanksgiving Recess

November 26, 27, 1970

Memorial Day

May 31, 1971

Marking Periods
November 13, 1970
January 29, 19/1
April 9, 1971
June 25, 1971

*3chool will close when the state requirement of ISO days is met
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
1970

The Franklin Publio School Sfaff is constantly continuing their efforts
to m?.intain and ir.iprova on the quality of education being offeree in our
school system. We are alert to nr?w m-^y^hods and crgauici-ifional arirariijements
tli?t are being uic.d in various parte of cur state and nation an:' weighing
their possibilities: for improving o';r own situation. We are ready to try
those new ideas which appear to hold promise for helping us provide a more
effective education for the yourg pocple cf Franklin, ^.t the sama ti.f.'r!,
wn will not lose si^ht of the fundamentals cf reading and arithmetic that
are basic to any education.
A major im.pact on the Public School System took place in August of 1570
following a rcq;:3st by the St. Mary's School Soard to enter into a Daal
Eiircllment plan with the Public Schools to start in September.

The Public Schools lacked the physical facilities, staff, equipment and
materials to accctr.nodace this sudden influx cf 136 students. However with
an exceptional cooperative effort on the part of those responsible for
St. Mary's School, the City Council and the State Department of Education,
it became possible l^o organize and equip a whole new school building
named the Hancock A.nnex on a very limited time schedule, Tnis program
opened with all other sclicola in September and hviis functioned extremely
effectively.
The financial impact of Dual Enrollment on the City has been nil this
year since state funds uudervjrite the programi during its first year.
During the second year, state financial assistance ii^iil be reduced to
fifty percent, leaving the balance to be raised by the district. After
the second year the district will be completely responsible for tha
program. Ko\7ever, if state foundation aid continues to be funded at its
present level, this aid will equal or exceed the fifty percent level of
the second year fuL->ding by the state.
School enrollments in the Franklin Public School System increased again
The increase was thirty-nine students over Septorrber
in September 1970.
1969.
addition
to
In
this gain, the Public Schools arsum.od responsibility
for 136 additional students v;ith the advent of the Dual Enrollment plan
with St. Mary's School effective in September.

Though the Public Schools continue to increase enrollments; in the City
as a whole enrollments fcr September 1970 were 2009 students as compared
to 2019 students for September 1959 and 2025 in September 1963.
This slight decrease for the City as a whole is consistent with national
prcjentions which indicate a leveling of school enrollm.ents in the early
seventies to be followed by a decrease in the middle and late seventies
and then a new upsurge starting in the eighties-
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Following are September enrollments starting in 1959.
1959

4.

One additional full-time art teacher.

5.

One additional full-time

6.

Two full-ti.no physical education teachers.

7.

One additional full-time Special Sd-jcaticn teacher.

8.

Two full-time guidance counselors.

9.

One additional school librarian or three library aids.

mi.r.ic

teacher.

These ataff additions will bave a significant financial inpacc on the
school budget
They alco hold the promise of an exccp^jional balanced
educational opportunity for the youth of our City. I am sure that this
problem -./ill be met with the same: dstermination as past problems that
have been resoli.'ed.
r
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REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSES
1970

Through effective school health services essential and helpful
contributions are made to the educational program as it strives to
serve the needs of children and youth. We believe that only through
the active and sincere efforts of school, home and community can health
be promoted; knowledge be extended: and attitudes and behavior of all
students be positively directed.
Increasing the awiireness of students
towards the values of positive health in a healthful environment will
stimulate a personal commitment to and responsibility for maintaining
and improving the health of all people. To this goal we are dedicated.
The following report includes our many health services during the past
school year.

Children are interested in their growth and development and the
changes found when height and weight are measured periodically. This
procedure sf^rves as a basis for instruction relating to the factors that
influence growth and maturation and furnish motiviation for improvemenc
of health practices. Unless ot:herwise indicated, an annual check of
phycical growth should be sufficient. We listed 2179 such weights and
measurements. Generally, appraisal of the presumably well fjchcol-age
child includes observation of the skin, condition of the hair, exrarnal
ej'e structure, tooth structure, occlusion, and general condition of the
teeth, muEcuioEkeletal oJrructr.ra and function. These inspections are done
when the child is vjeighod and measured annually. This is generally routine
procedure. However in isols'tod situations this has brought to our attention
major irregularities. Tliese situations are brou;iht to the attention of the
parents immediately. 2735 inr>pecticns were provided during the past year.
The New Hampshire Crippled Childrens Society sponsored by the New
Hampshire Dcard of Health continues to serve an}' and all our children with
severe orthopedic, heart or convjl^ive c'lr-orderc. T'/Tsnty-one of cur
pupils attended the orthopedic clinic en a reg-cl.ar basis, in Hanover,
Concord or Laconia, Four pupils attend the convulsive clinics in Concord
and Manchester. Two pupils attended the Heart clinics for complete
appraisals.
Dental caries are the most frequent problems in school age children.
Neglect of dental health can lead to further health problems. Nearly all
children experience tooth decay at one time or another. Our School Dental
Programs have made a positive contribution toward the improvement of the
dental health of students. V7e have arranged with the New Ham.pshiro Department of Health and Welfare, E'lreau of Dental Health for Dental Health
Edtir.s':ion tc all our pupils, presented to thaa at their If^vol by dental
hygienists who have been Dpcciricaiiy trained in this fic>ld. This provides
all ctvdsnts vith pertinent f:icts of the values cf good health habits,
sound nutrition practices, and professional dental care. The Dental Clinic
which includes the cleaning and fluoride treatment for any and all our
pupils is in its fifth year of operation. This year 679 treatments were
given to interested students. The materials and equipment are provided
by the New Hampshire Department of Dental Health; assisting in covering
the cost of the clinic was the Franklin Kiwanis Club.
Dental Matching
Funds Program was attempted this past year, funds for this were obtained
from the Franklin Teachers' Association, the Franklin Kiwanis Club matched
18

by funds from the State of New Hampshire. This provided complete dental
care for nine or oar indigir.t; gi:v.dftnts. Wo feel that our positive approach
to dental healf;h h:is con';" IM'.ted to the very noticeable improvement in the
dental health of jar pupils.
In an effort to imr.i'r.i'^e a^ainut; the 7lu, Flu r.hots for the entire
person'?! vo'.c of.fr.rrd,
:l-y-wo ricrabor.'s of fha f:i"-,.'.lt-.y p^rticipacod.
Dr. Winnirir'id Chr.-J-^: '/»as xaor^f. f
cio a o in t':,v. giving o2 her time to
accoram'.'datr. cir f ti/iff.
'Die c;cat was asrv.tin'l by the poroons participating.
iv^-.

..•,'-

A good diot

h^.f?

a

and

tr'-jr.-^v^-^-'ir,

bc.-iring -ipon a

percon'p vitality, health,

Or 2 v;ho is wrili nouiishcd
vill r-::i:'iec.t this in hjf3 f.e::sca.^l appr.arar;c^T. 1:2 i3 prepavcd to ncpt life
with grontc.r cjuilitrtnt.-, by oci->tr;53i: the pupil who is urid'^tnourlahrd is
inr;Lin-''d to tiro er.svJ.y, tc bos irrltalle anvj. to Wvorry.
Frr-psr nutrition
is a vV.r.al concern in nz-.y health rycr^.-ran.
Hot lunches served in our schools
ai"2 cZ thc>. b-.-:r.t q\\?lity mefitin;;; all Sta"'; and National requirements.
In
cv'^2r to inr.ure f-.h.-it .voir.o ol: car i(vo;:j forfjuatc pupils ar? cbla to benefit
from a v;eli Lai.inccd neal at lecGt OKe a dry, the K-irsc's Kot Lunch
Frogrffm ser'/ed ovs-sr 4930 luncho3.
Xne money from th?s^ lunches was made
available thrcugh dcnations ""^rcnivcd frcni the II:ilin.i<j. Tobi-r Fund, Franhlln
I'xt?.ry Club, Franklin Kiv.'oai.o Club and the Methodist Church W.S.C.3.
On
behalf of these pupils we wich to CKpi-ess our appreciation.
eir.otiOiKil

r-

tv'iM

/

i

f.y

e.ztivAr-.lo^Ti

for

lif').

It is no'7 well accopt.rd that a pre-seapon m.edical e:cairination is an
acpcct cf an rtiilete'.', preparation for participitinn in nports.
The basic goal is to assure foe each caodidc-te the berju possible health
guidan.'.e wi;:h rKspr.c:: to bin p^riicv !.ar i.r':frect and capabilities.
Dr. Korin, cur AtulF-tic Phycician, crri'^mined V'-^l prcsipect;ive candidates.
This service assures maximum px-otoction for ovr achlctcs.
ir.tegrril

A face~to-f aco conference betw^^cn parent and nurse

is more efff:ctive
action.
Parents are pri-f>-5rily
rec-poQ'-.iblo for the c&re cf th-iir children.
It is droxijrh inforviing,
inLarpreti-ig.. i:ir ecu raging, ^upportin^, and motivatinr; thai: positive a>'.';ion
tovard renirdi-T:' Lc-i: of health pioblemii can be cbtains.d. For theoi rtaccns
29^ home visits uci-^s mady last 3'2ar.

than

s vjritten nor.ic^ in securiT;^ ^^e^ded

Children's eyes are prp.cio-.is. Attention to clasoroom lighting and
safety orec^ution::) conbined wlrh observsiticn and ec "?£,-, ir.j^ t'ztt to f''iscover
early signs and £>x:pcons of disf.iGe, defect, or dicjoideis, foilov/ed by
counseling directed toward seeing that pupils obtain needed treatment, can
do much to safeguard eyes and to help children maintain good eye health
and good vision. Early each year we screen all children on our T/O vision
terter. This year 2?80 screenings were done.
125 referrals vrere made
and 111 wcr.^ sscn by an eye dc-ctor for further diag-.-.ostic expminaticn and
r -.medii.tion.

Kvalus'-ion of hecring is an important aspe.-r:i: o;' S'.hool nursing services.
the punils with po'ii-i-jle hcariii.-- -.'•rroblc^'n:. 'vlo are ia need of
It
a f;on"irraat".>'j' cL-.y.mriri ac/;, h;;-lp fhose vivh hc".~rinj!, pro":? =>-.-n3 obtain the
help ihiy n-od, 'i:'.--^---e s-.r<^ nc; r. iv?.-?.! ?r?-?!? ir. •-c.w Kar:';:' ihlvn wh-r.rc h.elp
may be obtained. Each child rttcalvan a complcLo individual audio.natric
screening. If a loss is detected in any frequency the child is seen again
and a complete threshold is done. Children who exhibit constant hearing
id';ritiili03

I.
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referred and parents encouraged to obtain further diagnostic
This :;oar 2136 sr-roenings were done. Thirtyr.-valu-Mjf oti and treatment.
t\:o rei.r/-als were made and 24 children received medical and/or surgical
loss

arc.

foiloxj-up.

The pre-3chool clinics this year were held in April. It was felt that
this vjtjIJ g\ve parents more tin;.?, to iTurther prepare f.heir children for a
new school e^iperience and complete their imir.ualzationa at the Visiting
113 children wr;re registered, weighrd and measured. An
Nurses' Clinics.
individual vision and hearing screvrning v;as done on all children.
Iv.unediate referrals were made on all our pupils exhibiting any possible
problem in these areas. Parents were encouraged to return medical history
sheets and physical evaluations done by family physicians. This is of
extreme importance in enabling us to work more effectively with each child.
In conjunction with the Visiting Nurses Association this year we held
four immunization clinics. This enabled children to hopefully complete
their immunizations against small pox, diptheria, tetanus, whooping cough,
mc?.sles and polio.
162 of our kindergarten and first graders w>.^re transported to these clinics. Following the national trend toward com.plGte
immunization cf all children between the ages of on>3 to pubsrty against
Rubella we held five clinics in the elementary schools. The local doctors:
Dr. Krcpp, Dr. Beaudet, Dr. Morin, Dr. Guay and Dr. Chase graciously
donated their time to immunize 511 children against this disease which is
such a menace to the unborn child.

The American School Health Association, in its list of qualifications
for certification for school, requires that between 95 and 100 percent of
all school children be tested for TB at least every other year. All school
personnel, teachers, bus drivers, and cafeteria help should be tested yearly.
These are csxeell^nt recommendations but last year the N. H. State TB and
Kaalth Association recommended that we test only Grade 1, We find these
t'istings of sufficient importance and we did Grades 1-7-11, teachers, bus
drivers, custodians, and cafeteria personnel. In all 470 Sterneedle testing
wore done. There v:ere 12 positive reactors. A Mantou:: skin test V7as done
on all reactors.
The Mantoux is a mere specific test for T3. However, we
are unable to use this test in our general screening as it is vary time
consum.ing and costly.
One of the 12 given the Mantoux reacted positively
but a follow-up X-Ray was negative. T.B. is still a serious disease and
it can spread.
It should not be ignored.

Emergency care for all pupils who become sick or injured at school is a
responsibility of school personnel and an integral p^rt of school health
services. Hovever, parents must assume the responsibility for further treatment by family physicians. This yoar over 814 first aids w.'.re administered.
Most of thr.se situations were minor and the students retjrn':d to class.
Parents were called who required further assistance and mp.d-ical attention.
As Health specialists we continue to recommend developing a formal
cumulative health education curriculum commencing at the elementary level
and continuing through high school.

We wish to take this opoortunlty to acknowledge the favorable
attitudes of the administration, teachers, parents and the students themselves. This encouraged us to present a comprehensive Health Service
Program for all our students.
^^

CLASS OF 1970
FSANICLIN HIGH SCMOOL

Sally

Am

Ror;?-id (.-rrtciaa
*h'.ary

Sharon Harie Rcdgdon
Ronald V. John:- en
Linda Mario Jones
Richard F, Jonns
Doro':h.y Macs Ju:M
Jamep Michael Jurta
Linda R. Kailey
Roger A. Kenioton
Alan Ernest Kimball
Joan Lcuifje Kinsley
Nancy M. Koliar
Tanya Ann Krauz
c -Walter Krauz, Jr.
Robert Ed'.;ard LaFlarrane
Carolyn M. Laro
Stephanie Ann Larrivee
*£ur.an Marie Lavertu
Gary James Lsmire
*Judith Ann Lemire
Roger A. Leroux
Kathy L. Lique
Carol Ann Lorden
Alyce Mary Lovctt
Edward B. Mahoney
Calista M. Marsh
Lewis B. Marsh, Jr.
Frances A. Martin
Kathleen Mary McCall
Keith R. Miller
*Francis 0. Morency
Robert Joseph Morin, Jr.
*Lucile H. ¥,oc9.s
Judy Marie Anne Nedeau
Susan Ann Packer
John Page
Jeannette M. Parenteau
John P. Parenteau
Louise Lena Parenteau
Jean E. Pease
*Bruce E. Pepler
*Louise T. Perr^ault
Laurie Joy Pmkham
Barbara Gail Piper
Andrao L. Pralte
Janet Linn Reynolds
Helen Robie
Thomas W. Robie
Robert James St. Jacques
Bobby Schoolcraft
Louise Marie Senechal

Amos

Kafhori

i?:

Auba
Ayotte

Nni'/.-y J'--i.n B,^.^•l'>w

,

Barlow
*Ghri';!tin'-- M. Barry
Kevin D. Barry
S^jsan Maria Bartlett
Donna T. Be.-sudet
Susan

J?Tit^

Aiir.G M.

j?.ell

Jack

E. B^^rlSon

Jo.3.i\

K.

lie;.g'-iron

Mao Bcyi
Karen Marie Brr.Uey
Robc;rt John Bradley, Jr.
Stnr.s.en Larry Frown
*K?r;;ba Jaan Burn^y
*C7n^hia Arm Garignan
*I'jarcia Jean Garignan
M-';rio L. Garignan
Piir>cilla Lynn Champion
*Maure;en R, Ccnnar
Kenneth M. Cox
Linda Mary Gushing
Gary Taul Davidson
Brenda J. Davis
Pr.ula Oratta Day
Brenda Lee Dearborn
Jeffrey Paul Denoncour
Edward Anthony Deshaies
Ann Marie Dion
Mary jo Lion
Sharon L, Dion
Gary Mic-.haol Doucette
*Michael J. Duff in
Linda Anne Dussault
Gary B. Elliott
Richard George Emerson
DcugXas J. G. Finnie
Denna Marie Gilpatric
Barbara Jean Cove
Richard M. Guxlfoy
F. Kichaol Haley
Shv'ijley

Lir.da L^^c Hcnfnond
Tf^riy Anil Hammond

Linda Marie Havey
Peter MicViael Heath
James J. Hebert
Roger M. Hebert
Paul L. Hewitt
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St^.pben E. f.koog

Kirk A. Trachy
Pavid R. Tr.icy
Hc.bor.3h Arinc Walsh
Thooiiorc Karneta Webster
Ronald L. Welch
Gdl Ann V7n-.c-.r,t-.t:
*Th«i-esa Lo-aise Wcacott
Eileen Lciise Wheeler
Pamela Lu Wheeler
Laurie Jane Ivhiting
Deborah Lee Wocdman
Jane Marion Wyraan

Dont'a Lcc. Snilt.h
Doi?.s Ar.rir; Stafford

Aan Sullivan
Garth Aaron Cz\-'cd
Jeff rsy A. Taylor
Jan Miri(? Th^jriault
Jano Loe Thnriault
Willian Gerard Therrien
*Cl;iixc-. M;7.];^,ar:;;: Thornton
John Rob^-S Tilton
Thf.reae.

Jauies E.

Tink<ir

* Honor P-tudents
c -Certificate

SCECLARSHIP5 AND AWARDS

WIMTERo

Arion Award for Music

Maureen R. Conner

Dramatics Club Award

Robert J. Morin, Jr.

Business Education Award

Lucile H. Moses

Home Economics Award

Pamela Lu Wheeler

Industrial Arts Avjard

James J. Hebert

Rayno Basketball Award

Edward B. Mahoney
Gary J. Lemire

Bausch & Lomb Science Award

Michael J. Duff in

Morin Athletic Award

Michael J. Duffin

Rodney A. Griffin, II Mathematics Award

Michael J. Duffin

Athletic Association Award

Jack E. Benson

Social Science Award

Maureen R. Conner

Loyalty A^rard

Michael J. Doff in
Judith Arm Lea- ire
Robert J, Morin, Jr.

Salutatory Award

Maureen R. Conner

Valedictory Award

Mary Katherine Ayotte
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1969
1970

1970

SCHOLARSHIPS FP.OM THE
CITIZENS SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION

Ronald Gractan Aube
Accounting at
Becker Junior College

Dollars for Scholars

Mary Katherine Ayotte
Social Service Major at
Univsrcity of New Hampshire

University of New Hampshire

Franklin Rotary Club and Dollars for Scholars
Bessie C. Rowell Memorial
Franklin Women's Club

Breznor Tannery
University of New Hampshire
F.H.S. Dramatics Club and Dollars for Scholars
Stephen Jewett Memorial

Christine Ruth Barry
Elem-jntary Ed. at

Boston University
Martha Jean Burney
Mathematics at the
University of N. H.

University of New Hampshire

Cynthia Ann Carignan
Social Service Major at
University of New Hampshire

University of New Hampshire

Marie Louise Carignan
Communications Disorders
at the University of New Hampshire

Bates College

Navy Relief Loan

F.H.S. Alumni Association
Franklin-Tilton-Northfield Foundation

Henry J. Beaupre Memorial
PlvTOut'i S;:atrt College

Maureen Ruth Conner
History at
Bates College
Kenneth Michael Cox
Biology Mijor at
University of New I'uxpjhire

Gary Paul Davidson
Civil Engineering at
Wentworth Institute
Edward Anthony Deshaies
En".!.vr;!t

Plymouth

General L lot trie

Lakes Region Hospital Assn.
Dollars for Scholars

Sta;..j

at

t

Dollars fcr Scholars

Richard Michac-l Gcilfoy
Physical Education Major at
Pl3rmouth State College

Andover Lions Club and
the John Thompson Memorial

Roger Allen Keniston
Data Processing at
New Hampshire Technical Institute

Franklin Klwania Club

Nancy Marie Kollar
Registered Nursing at
Sacred Heart Hospital

Dollars for Scholars

Gary James Lemire
Economics Major at
Northeastern University

St. Elizabeth's Hospital Tuition Grant

Judith Ann Lemire
Registered Nursing at
St. Elizabeth's Hospital

Daniell & Lachlatto and
Dollars for Scholars

Francis Octave Morency
Mathematics at the
University of New Hampshire

University of New Hampshire
William J. Brough Memorial
Dollars for Scholars

Bruce Edward Pepler
Forestry at the
University of New Hampshire

Irene C. Kidder Memorial
Margaret Leach & Dollars for Scholars

Barbara Gail Piper
Business Education Major at
Plymouth State College

Franklin-Tilton-Northfleld Foundation
Dollars for Scholars

Doris Anne Stafford
Nyack Missionary College

Journal Transcript & Dollars for Scholars

Jeffrey Arthur Taylor
Physical Education Major at
Plymouth State College

Future Business Leaders of America
Jan Marie Theriault
Franklin Business & Professional Women's Club
Secretarial Studies
Dollars for Scholars
New Hampshire Vocational -Technical
College at Nashua

Franklin Business & Professional Women's Club

Jane Lee Theriault
Data Prorf!';;: inc; at
New Hampshire T2chricai ".ns.lcate

Dollars for Scholars

Theod'>re
Pi. /.- 1

rran?.:t>. Ivf.'bjter
-;.:

1

•\li..'". •

t .o .1

a

Plymouth 'Jtcce College

Melinda Tobie Trust
F.

24

H.

Neil Stephen Barry
S,, Class of 1969
Bentley

Dollars for Scholars

Rob?»rt
I''.

Davidson, Jr.
of 1968
Class
H, S.,
3t, Anselm's College
Ii;dj»ar

Freeman
Class
of 1969
F. H. 3.
University of New Hampshire
Jon:\than

Dollars for Scholars

Jair.RS

,

Dollars for Scholars
Brernor Tannery

Richard Paul Gloddy
F. H. S., Class of 1969
Northeastern Christian Junior College

Dollars for Scholars

Louise Marie Lemire
Bishop Brady, Class of 1969
Rivier College

Franklin Kiwanis Club
Alfred Granger Art Award

Michael William Lemire
Bishop Brady, Class of 1970
School of Art Design at Pratt Institute

Thomas Charles Lemire
H. S., Class of 1969
University of New Hampshire

Dollars for Scholars

F.

Russell Paul Lewis
S. , Class of 1969
Philadelphia Bible College

Dollars for Scholars

F.

H.

F.

H.

Dollars for Scholars

Carol Jean Piper
Class of 1967
,
Clark University

S.

TABLE OF REGISTRATION AND ATTENDANCE
for school year ending June 30, 1970

Kinder-

Grade
Enrollment

Boys
Girls

Average Daily Attendance

IIO.O

Average Daily Absence

Average Dally Membership
Percent of Attendance

121.0

^..

<

SCHOOL CALrAJ/Jk

lO/v

i;.'

1-19 72

Supervisory Union #18
Belmont, Franklin, Hill, WinnlBquam

SCHOOLS OPEN

SCHOOLS CLOSE

Wednesday, September 8, 1971

Thursday, December 23, 1971

71

Monday, January 3, 1972

Friday, February 18, 1972

35

Monday, February 28, 1972

Friday, April 21, 1972

40

Monday, May 1, 1972

Friday, June 23, 1972

DAYS

NON -SCHOOL DAYS
Teachers Workshop

September

Columbus Day

October 11, 1971

Teachers Convention

October 22, 1971

Veterans Day

October 25, 1971

Teachers Workshop

November 8, 1971

Thanksgiving Recess

November 25, 26, 1971

Memorial Day

May 29, 1972

7,

1971

Marking Periods

November 12, 1971
January 28, 1972
April 7, 1972
June 23, 1972

*School will close when the state requirement of 180 days is met

26

39
185*

.,,

»

.

'.

"\

•

•;!->•

...

•

It-

^

Tbi:3

rru-eijii^G

.Ir'stii

ral.o-^.-.'.pr

cJ--'t'3c,

iioiidriys,

and other

arnu-il dt'-art .r.r^i-tai
0.1:1 icicils and cmplcyeos,

:-o'. J'-il' n.: 3*5',

iteifiS

deadline dates,
of in-.portc..ice to

Cit/

h'lARCH

1

25
31

Mcndoy
Thui-.-,

Council

M-j^et.rrig

nyil out inventories.
licenses.
.'-^t,^ d.-y for Juok D-:!aU:rs'
Permits.
Registration
Last day for Aacr.mobile

j-vv------l,cist d-.y to

Wedrribday

APRIL
5
15

Monday
Thui-sday

Council M-^eting

— Tecond

qjai-terly payment of head taxes.

Last day for
Ly&x G.-.y foe
19

Monday

19-23 ----'---26
Monday--"-

fiJ.ir.g V';--teT.->ns' Exen-.pt.ions,
re';oiv.ln:j invcntorie';,

-vlaca bf-nc'ies

a:-"'a

tr:<3h barrels in parks,

rubbish pickup,
RuDj;t;h pickup as u:v.jal.

~r-pr'i.np

Fas'; r.cv,

30

Friday

L^;v::.

O:/ fcr r?n^,wal of billiard halls

ai Isyb

pH-.:Tr..U:r,

£.

bowling

.,

Lasx day of aii-night street parking ban.

MAY
3

10
17
29
31

1

7
1

15

Monday

Council Meeting.
Read V/ater Meters.
Monday---Tree planting
Mcnday--------B^o'.n p3;ir;t s'':riping on streets,
Sa-*.i..-:day~--"--?n.-.irhc':: open on vjeokends,
Monday----"
^Myinorial Day,

Tuesday
Monday
Tuesday---Tuesday-

5

Mn"; ;?;,.--•.

6

iV'-K-'aY"

Last day for dog licenses.
Council Meeting.
Last day for Assessor to commit head S. poll tax
warrant to Tax Collector.
Monday's & Tuesday's rubbish pickup,
---7!-.1.Td quarterly payment of head S. poll taxes.

-';--:?.>-v^^

'—

'\''0;'d'v.-''-

'';-..•..(;,'

7

Wfid.'iesday

:.-

•!.>:

d
;'".•,"

of July,

:".-e=
-h"- "

>
s "ubbish pickup.
p.loVi-jr-oundr. & swiiUTdng

'•^•'.

'-Couacii Meeting (tentative).

instruction,

2

Monday- - ----- -Ccunc i

2-9

.1

lueGX Lng

1 r
Gbtair; tay.
Rf? ?. d

V.'

3

M-'^

I:

.

€ :c 3

,

from tax ccTOi)ission~-tax warrant
to be coniuitted to Tax Co loot or vviv-hin 30 days,
Playgrc-ijnds olcse & sv.vL.'^uriing instruction ends.
Beaciies open en waeksnds,

•

.rate-'

J.

27

Friday

SEPT.EIviBER

6

Monday

7
8

Vi/ednesday

30

-Labor Day,
Rubbish pickup as usual,
Beaches close.
Council Meeting. Appointments to be made to Highvyay Safety & conservation Commissions.
Last day for Pinball License renewal.

Tuesday

Thursday

OCTOBER
Monday
Monday

Council Meeting.
-Columbus Day -- Rubbish pickup as usual.
l/Vednesday
--Fourth quarterly payment of head 5. poll taxes,
Monday-----Veterans Day -- Rubbish pickup as usual.
Pick up park benches S. trash barrels.
25-29" =
Fall rubbish pickup.
30
Saturday
--Halloween Parade 8. Party.
4
11
15
25

—

NOVEMBER
1

25
26

Monday

Council Meeting
All-night street parking ban commences.
Read Water Mo tars.

Thursday
Friday

--Thanksgi-'/ing Lay,

Thursday's

^x

Friday's rubbish pickup,

DFCtMBER
1

6

23
24
30
30

Wednesday
Monday

Last day to f-ubmlt proposed budget to Council,
Council MeetJngo
Last day to pay County Tax,
Thursday
Thursday's 8. Friday's rubbish pickup,
Friday
----Christmas Day,
ThursdayClose City books.
Thursday--Thursday's 8. Friday's rubbish pickup,
JANlJ-XRv -

1

4

Fi-'r.d 3 V;v:;r.

•

' ~

- - ~ - - Nev;

:a;^-'-- ---.

15

l-:-iday-----^
15''22----

27

Wednesday

Co

;"

Y=

^,

j I

i'

'

^

'')a

y

:,i^-i-;-^l:

1972

,

o

S.

Inaugural.

A- •;'••!:-! cvv^nt '•" Eoords i\ C^ornTiissions,
-'^^uajrtc-rLy •ri-;r.ei: t of h-^ad taxes to State

Treasurer,

Ciiristmab tree pickup,
Last day for budget to be presented to Council for

action,
B

'D::'f/^i{p'is':AL

iFL^-Pr:o:N:-:

Jcme:. A. i.icrwcanev

M1E

PTPXJcriy

-- i^ia-^arir --934-C90C

NUMBHR

DuPAfiTiviFNT

934=3404

Ayctte, Albert

WGit:.ire

Dicey, Dcuqlas

Parks

Donegan^ Merman

Supt. of Schools

934-3108

Grzelak, Edward

Public Works

934-4103

Labonte, Arthur

Assessor

934-5449

Laroche, Odias

Vi/ater

934-4104

Lorden, Barbara

City Clerk

934-3109

Mercier, iMoise

Fire

934-2205

S.

r^ecreation

To Report

a

Fire

934-2118

934-2313

Nowell, James

Police

934-4121

Piper, Iviildred

Tax Collector

934-3109

Swain, Hope

Library

934-2911

